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Reagan visit praised
BONN, West Germany (UPI) ~
West German leaders Tuesday
praised President Reagan's determination to visit a cemetery where
Nazi Waffen SS troops are buried,
but a Jewish group vowed to mar
Reagan's trip unless he abandons the
cemetery tour,
In Moscow, the official Novosti
news agency said Reagan is visiting
the Bitburg cemetery to give "political forgiveness to Nazi cutthroats
so as to encourage militarist and revenge-seeking circles in West Germany."
Reagan was leaving Washington
Tuesday night on his I 0-day tour of
Europe.
He has snubbed all efforts to dis·
suade him from visiting the cemetery, which holds the graves of 49
members of Adolf Hitler's elite
Waffen SS troops. Reagan has called the trip to Bitburg, where he
plans to lay a wreath Sunday,
"morally right."
West German Chancellor Helmut

Kohl said Reagan's planned visit to
the cemetery "a noble gesture" that
will ''prevail as a great achievement
of a great president."
Wolfgang Schaeuble, minister of
state in Kohl's Chancellery, denied
in an interview with a Bo1m newspaper that Kohl had been waiting for
a signal from Reagan to call off the
controversial visit to the cemetery.
"Whoever wants reconciliation
c;~nnot deny Gcmtan soldiers the last
honor," Schaeuble told the Gcnern/
Anzeiger newspaper,
The cemetery controversy
threatens· to mar the visit, but German officials said German·
American friendship would survive
it.
"Welcome, Friend,'' read the
headline Tuesday in the Eild
Zcitung, the country's biggest newspaper with l J million readers,
alongside a photo of Reagan.
Kalman Sultanik, vice president
of the World Jewish Congress. told
continued on page 6

Forum to update civil rights study

The fine arts building on Redondo drive was evacuated Monday ahernoon aher one of the
stude.nts reported seeing smoke coming out of the ventilation system. Joan Roskosh, a
The New Mexico Advisory Committee to the United States Commission
student at the Fine Arts Center reported the smoke and pulled the fire alarm. The fire started at on Civil Rights wm hold a public forum to determine the status of equal
about 3:05 p.m. and fire officials searched for about a half hour for the cause of the smoke opportunity and affirmative action at the University of New Mexico Thurs·
which, according to Chief J.P. Kindrick ofthe District 2 fire station was caused by a slipping day.May2,Jrom JOa.m. to4p.m.attheAmfac Hotel, 2910 Yale Blvd.,SE.
This meeting is designed to update a 1980 study of University employment
fanbelt in a blower motor.
which reported on the status of affinnative action and equal opportunity at
UNM.in the areas of salaries, race and gender.
· f?eputy Sputhw~~te.m R(!gio~ai_Direct?r of,the cc:Jmission, John Dulles,
invited all persons utvolved With the Umvers1ty to attend.,.
UNM President Tom Farcr is scheduled to present the status of UNM
affinnative action at to a.m., and an open session for concerned student
By Stacy Green
emergency program.
search Group;
groups, minority, civil rights and women's groups is scheduled for I p.m.
UNM will reimburse day•care
"If students are unable to pay the People interested in participating in the afternoon session must sign up at the
The details of a temporary reim- costs for students left without child (day-care) provider for finals week, Amfac HoteL
bursement system to help provide care when the state program ex- UNM and PIRG both have money
The New Mexico Advisory Committee serves as a state representative to
day care for University of New Mex- hausts its funds May 3. Parents must available," said Benavides, whose the U.s. Civil Rights Commission, and meets four times a year to study and
ico Title XX parents during finals pay for their day care "upfront," proposal prompted the UNM admi- collect information concerning legal developments constituing a denial of
have been worked out, but NMPIRG said .Dave Benavides, co-ditector of nistration to offer this one-time, equal protection of the·laws under the constitution.
is still trying to notify parents of the New Mexico Public Interest Recontinued on page 3

UNM wrll reimbu"rse chlld ~care costs

Increased call.s to crisis center attributed to 'exam week blues'
By Kelly K. Clark

As pressures on campus rise in the
days approaching final's week, the
number of suicide calls to the University of New Mexico AGORA cri·
sis center also incrcas_es.

AGORA crisis center, located in
the northwest comer of Mesa Vista
Hall, provides free and confidential
counseling on both a walk•in and
call-in basis, not only on suicide prevention but also on relationships,
akoholism and "exam week

blues."
Last year, AGORA crisis center
received 33 suicide calls in April,
compared to three in October.
Director Lou Kodituwakku attributed the increase in suicide calls to
..exam week blues" combined with

interpersonal problems.
Kodituwakku said each student
approaches finals from a different
perspective, "If you're feeling
stressed out, and it's complicatd by
any other problem, consider talking
to sPmeone here- it's a sign of

mental health rather than of mental
illness," Kodituwakku said.
Noting that statistically, April has
the highest number of suicides
nationally. Kodituwakku said, .. If
you're still depressed after winter,
then it's more noticeable when
everyone is happy in spring ...
AGORA staff members sairi they
receive about 12 suicide calls per
month compared to J80 calls of a
more general type. AGORA is made
up of 60 paraprofessional volunteer
counselors, an eight member executive board, three staff members and
a professional director. AU volunteers and staff members are trained
in paraprofessonal counseling; a
well as suicide preventon.
The .staff members arc voted in by
the executive board on a yearly
basis, and as of May JS, the staff
continued on page 5
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Wire Report
Police prepare for summit
BONN, West Germany Thousands of police officers were
deployed Tuesday throughout che
West German capital in the face of a
bombing campaign and terrorist
threats to disrupt the upcoming
Western economic summit.
Elite border police units joined
regular oflicers in tightening security for President Reagan's arriva.l
Wednesday and the beginning of the
summit Thursday.
The heaviest security was at the
flag-draped area around Chancellor
Helmut Kohl's offices, where formal sessions of the summit meeting
of the world's seven leading indust·
rial nations will be held. ·
Police saturated the district and
prepared to em it off completely

Experiments continue despite setbacks

By United Press International

Wednesday for the duration of the
two-day event,
Reagan's name topped the police
list of possible terrorist targets
among the I ,000 diplomats accre"
dited to attend .the summit, officials
said.
Police said they are paJ1icularly
wary of three groups, including the
Revolutionary Cells, a tight-knit,
left-wing group that claimed responsibility for setting off three bombs
Monday against business targets in
Cologne and Duesseld.orf.
Another left-wing group, the Red
Army Faction, also has claimed responsibility for the explosions re"
cently o.f more than 40 bombs at
military and commercial targets in
West Germany.

ADOI\TION AND PREGNANCY
TESTING CLINIC'S

WELL WOMEN CLINIC
Annual Exams, Family Planning, PAP Smears,
VD Screening, Referrals.
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT: 265·9511
107 Girard SE 87106

cAPE ·cANAVERAL, Fla.
(UP I) -A flood of floating rat food
particle~ added to the problems of
Chal1enger's crew Tuesday, but
shuttle scientists reported some success with experiments and that all
animals onboard were healthy and
bappy.
The cloud of tiny crumbs from
disintegrating food bars was released when William Thornton
started to replace the food for two
dozen rats aboard the Space[ab module in the ship's open cargo bay.
"I'm not e)(aggcrating, it is a
literal flood of these things," said
Thornton, one .of two doctors
aboard. He called commander
Robert Overmyer into Spacelab
from the shuttle flight deck and
Overmyer expressed concern.
"It smells like powdered rat food
:tlthough the whole area doesn't
smell that great," Overmyer said.
"It is permeating the atmosphere of
the Spacelab pretty bad although it
settles out fairly rapidly."
He said he was stopping replace-

Reagan apptortl#S'
· . W~!iHINGTON...,-,Pl"iisidelltgeaga,n;rebuff~by ,. . ·'·11r.tclil1,r8!lais
. C~11gress in his llffDrt ti:lai~ :Nictiragua~rdJ¢.1:>; uoth · ;~roJpo~t-.qttP
. ,fied C.C~>ngre&~ T;q¢sday ·lj~·}n!~tid~ to; Jlllp~s: .tw~e
.slntcllons ;tgatnst t~e Nfl!l'lUst Sa!!dlmsta rew!'l~ !" ,. ··~~·~
Mllll~il

· .··· ···•· .. '·
'· c · i . · .. '.··• .. • ..•.···· ·
·1\dininl~lfatioil ~di~n8fe~slcin~i so~rc~s &aid .11!¢
samitiolts'; rn<~tiva~4])Yit·~ru!ialby'cl,l!!~ss tPPtil" ..
viile$14!11ilii\IU.intlilft'!!ll~r¢b¢1s 1 in£lud,e lin e.nJbji!:•

·

go. on. trad~ :aild a,.SQ~p¢!1Sion. ·!>~: aidille gervice .to
Nicaragua ·
.. · <•. :· · · · .· . . · . · . . · ·
.·Reagaitauttioi'ii®.hisliel!tenantstp bcl!lflley !llem~ ·
bell! 9fCongr~$s 'on lite impendirrg action just 1\0\IIli .
before he 'f®k off on a lO'Ilay trip t(} Europe. An
anno11n~ment was .ellpeete.d We<hiesday after his.
II!TivaUn Bonn, West-Germany; .·
· ·.
.
qitics and $upporteiiofR.eagan's.Nicatagua policy
called .onhimlast.weekto ·emP,IJasizc economic. sanctions agail)st Nicat;!gu;i instead of aiding aneotimated
15,000 rebels intent on toppling Ole Sandinista govern~
ment.
·
After Congress refus~ to give Reagan $14 million
in aid for .O!eContras; the administration reviewed the
op!ion of a tra~e embargo against Nicaragua.
·
· A .spokesman fot.'sen. Lloyd. Bentsen, D-Texas,
said Secretary of State .George. Shultz .had recomJ'nCIIded the's1!$pensiort of trade and airline service as a
rite~s <if:mamtahdns p.-ess1m! 6n Ole S;mdinistas. The. ·
move was favotlld by Senall: .Foreign Relations .Com~
lllitt~

ChaitnJllll Richard J.;ugar, R-Ind.

.·TitQ only_forn1al trade sanction now ineffect Jlgainst
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.
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.
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that country,
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continued from page 1
emergency appropriation.
.. All the parents have to do before
finals is to make arrangements with
their providers to pay upfront and to
get their documentation together,"
he said. "They need a copy of the
(day-care) contract and their termination letter. If they don't. have
that they can probably contact their
case worker or their provider."
Benavides said PIRG, with the
cooperation of day-care providers,
has or will reach about 96 parents
about the temporary aid.

1...-------------.GP.EAT GIFT BASKETS, LTD.
:105 Wcuhlngron $E
2~5·6!565
~JOOy.s·~r""~
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PREGNANT?
Need Help?
We offer free pregnancy testing and
counseling

Crisis Preanan~ Center
J4J.J010

Covered
'W"ago.n
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

ment of food bars for the rats until
somebody on the ground thinks up a
way to contain the particles. Ground
controllers assured him fuc food was
not harmful but they agreed the air
should not be furtber contaminated.
Two of the 15 experiments planned for the weekJong space mission
were out of action and a third was
stalled, but mission manager Joe
Cremin said despite lagging work,
"I think we're making progress,"
"We've had some problems but
we've also had quite a few of accomplishments," said mission sci.entist
George l'ichtl after the complex scientific expedition entered its second
day .
Overmyer and co-pilot Fred
Gregory and scientists Thornton,
Norman Thagard, Don Lind, Lodewijk van den Berg and Taylor Wang
were working two I 2-hour shifts to
gather as much information as possible from the second flight of the
Spacelab module,
Much of the mission of the .$1
billion Spacelab was devoted to

PIRG is still trying to reach an
estimated 40 or more parents at
UNM,. Bcnayides said.
"We haven'tleft too many stones
unturned. The largest group we
could have missed is outside of the
county," he said, "We don't have
lists of those (day-care) centers to
call.
·'People have always asked,
'How many student parents arc there
at UNM?' Well, we'll finally know,
assuming everyone takes advantage
of it (the program)."

materials .;:xperimcnts that scie11tists
hope will lead to factories in orbit to
produce substances difficult to make
on Earth because of the effect~ of
gravity.
Some initial success was reported
in the growth of potential super crystals of mercuric iodide in sp.;:cial furnaces in Spacelab.
The hope is that defect-free crystals, useful as radiation detectors,
can be grown in weightlessness.
Large mercuric iodide crystals cart·
not be grown on Earth because they
deform under their own weight.
A bent hatch handle kept the
astronauts from using a French
astronomical camera and Thornton
shut down a medical urine monitoring system attached to the ship's
toil.et because urine backed up and
ended up ''over my hands and every
place else."
Overmyer said the galley water
faucet also quit again after mysteriously resuming operation earlier in
the day. Other problems included a
computer failure in the Spacclab
module and communications difficulties that allowed controllers to
e:~vesdrop on the crew.
Thagard earlier donned a gown
and surgical mask to inspect the two
squirrel monkeys and 24 white rats
held in individual cages in the
Spacelab module in Challenger's
cargo bay. 'l'he animals were going
along for the ride to test the high- ·
tech cages.
''They all appear to be real clean
and real happy," he reported of ilie
rats.
Overmyer at one point indicated
that he and van den Berg, at least,
were experiencing occasional symptoms of space motion sickness.

THE UNIVER~In' OF N~W ~EXICO
1BOB lAS LOMAS. NE
~L~UQU£AOIJE,

NEW MEXICO 811 J 1
T~LEP-HONE 50.5 277·2946

Congratulates the Graduating
Seniors of 1985
And Wishes Everyone
A Happy Summer.

PSYCHOLOGY
THIS SUMMER
The DepartmentofPsychology Invites You to
Enroll in the Following Courses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Psychology 101
General Psychology 102
Statistic Principles 200
Child Psychology 220
Brain and Behavior 240
Psychology of Learning & Memory 260
Social Psychology 271
.
Abnormal Behavior 332
• Drugs of Abuse 450

INFORMATION
277-4121

clip 'n save

LOBO READER:>S
SPECIAL
Reg.
$15
$2
$4.25
$10.00

Tune Up
27 x 1\1.1'' reg. tube
27 x 1 V-l" TR tube
Zefal HP Pump

.

Sale
$8
$1.50
$3.75
$7.65

with this ad
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3407 Ceatral NE.
Just West Of Carlisle

265·5110

Early Ap'pofntmenls Available For

ABORTION
through 16 weeks

Call 242-7512
T..l. Downing, M.D.
c.·. inese c lure Cen~~er.
. .

Tai Chi,
KungFu

e

Martial Arts
Supplies
& Books

Show us the old sheepskin. Or bring us a copy of your '85 graduati?n
transcript. Either way, we'll open a checking account in your name (with
no service charge) for a year. Just stop by any First National Bank office,
credentials in hand, and ask for "Graduate Checking:' You've got until
August .31, 1985 to sign up.
· And if you need some additional. greenbacks for your grey matter, remember
First National Bank offers low interest student loans for undergraduate and
graduate study.' You can go to school at any accredited univers!ty, c~Ilege, or
vocational/technical school approved by the Department of Education. The
government pays all interest white you're in schoc>l, and you don't start paying
back your loan until six months afte! you .graduate. Call ~s at 765-4016 for
complete details. Insure your educat1on W1th a New Mextco Guaranteed
Student Loan.
First National Bank's Graduate Checking- the best way to start yc>ur
career in banking.

3015 Central N.E.
Alhuquerqur, N.M.
Nm :ro lAJbo 1'1tutff

c.u 268-7013

U7ho says you can't take it with you?
But this is a way that American
W.Arter four yeats of college, you've Express can show that we l:Jelieve in
got a lot ofthings. And one more could
your future. And as you graduate and go
be the American Express" Card.
up the ladder, we'd like to come along.
Because if you're a senior and
The Card is great for business. It
you've accepted a $10,000 careercan help you begin to establish your
oriented job, you could get the
credit history. And, in a little less serious
American ~xpres~ Card. . . . .
vein, the .Cardcan b.e a lot of fun. Use it
That's tt. Nq strmgs. No gtmm19ks.
for vac;:attons._for.a ntght on the town, or
(And eventfyou don't have a JOb
)Ustahttle shoppmg.
right now, don't worry. This. 12~~....,..,
So calll·80Cf.528-4800 and
o.ffer. ts. ill g.o·od o..r·l· 2.·.mont· h. s f.· ".• i~<.;: · · · .·..· ······ 4\./f.;.~.'.·~
. • :,· · :·. as.k. to.. ·h. a.ye.. a·. Special Student
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Public
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-,.Letters

forum

The birds and the bees aren't gay

... commentarg

Editor:

Council should reconsider
By Alan H. Pope
With the vote by the St<;~te Investment Council last wee~ refusing to
divest from comp(!nies doing business with the apartheid government of South Africa, New Mexico missed the chance to be a part of
history. South Africa is the on/ycountry in the world where racism is
an institutionalized part of the government; where racism is the law.
Forthei rstrong support for divestiture, Governor Toney Anaya 11 nd
two other Council members - Earl Hartley and Daniel Lopez should be commended, Why, though, did the other five members
refuse to heed the voices of many leaders and citizens in New Mex·
ico? Why did they support apartheid? The five members supporting
the apartheid system either must lack the knowledge of the past and
present conditions of the blacks, or they lack the courage to vote their
conscience and to vote for a change.
Do they not know that millions of blacks have been rounded up and
incarcerated in ghetto "homelands"? That thousands of Innocent
blacks are killed or imprisoned each year by the white government?
That segregation is the law, that blacks must carry special passes, and
that they cannot vote or participate in the government? Surely, the
State Investment Council does not support these policies, as their
vote implies.
Why, then, did they lack the courage to remove New Mexican
participation in this heinous policy? To reply, as they did, that the
Council's first duty is to the State Permanent Fund is imprudent and
irresponsible. It is imprudent because business portfolios without
South African Investments do just as well or better than those with
investments in South Africa. Furthermore, anyone can see that in·
vestment in that volatile country is no longer financially wise and
secure.
The vote was also irresponsible to the wishes of the citizens of New
Mexico. in the past legislative session, the House passed a memorial
calling for divestment. Archbishop Robert Sanchez, the governor,
and the New Mexico Conference of Churches, to name only a few,
have ali strongly urged divestment. The only supporters of continued
investment in apartheid (slavery) are the State Investment Council
and a few other people who think this is a partisan political issue.
We hope the Council will rectify its mistake. It is not too late to
follow the will of so many people who are deeply saddened and
angered by our continued support of apartheid. If the Council lacks
the courage to reconsider its vote, the governor .should consider
exercising his power, recently affirmed by the State Supreme Court,
to remove appointed officials.

Since Mr. Schrader and Mr.
Smith are not grasping the
Christian point of view as pre·
sented py Jack Webb, maybe
they will be able to understand
the "straight" point of view from
an evolutionary stand. Why is
the human race the only specie:;
that has homosexual members?
I've never seen monkeys, chickens, dogs, or bears "doing it"
with their same sex. Since all
other mammals are heterosexual, is it too much to ask that hu·

it shows that gays are weak indi·
vid.uals because they won't
stand up for what they feel is
right, and this only further reinforces my feelings toward
hqmosexuajs,
It really puts my conscience at
ease knowing that people like
Mr. Webb and I will be contributing to the human race with our
heterosexual relationships by
raising families of our own,
something which two males or
two females cannot accomplish!

mans too, be heterosexual? Cur·
rently, I'm taking Fundamental
Human Sexuality, and on page
428, table 16·3, ofthe second edition of Human Sexuality by Mas·
ters, Johnson, and Kolodny, it
says 79 pen:ent of homosexual
males have more than half of
their sexual encounters with
complete strangers.
If being gay is so great as Mr.
Schrader and Mr. Smith think it
is., why don't all gay~> "come
out"? Is it because gays fear thCit
they will be humiliated and dis·
criminated against? If this is true,

Gordon Lev.! Westerberg

by Berke
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American Studies Program.
Prior to Dr. Elao's rejection of
the UNM presidency, the person·
al attacks on Dr. Elac and the
frenzied hysteria being raised
against him were being orches·
trated by a cabal of faculty mem·
bers who, while refusing to pub·
licly identify themselves, were
threatening through their attor·
ney to take court action against
the Board of Regents should they
approve Dr. Else's appointment.
The success{ul sabotage of Dr.
Elac's appointment led to the
quickabandonment ofthe phony
search procedure issue. Dr. Tom
Farer, the Board of Regents'
second choice, was then hastily
confirmed by a harried, con·
fused, defensive and outflanked
Board of Regents. What is so
"baffling" about all that?
L. Brandtner

Billig LobO
381400
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Gov10rnor Toney Ani\Ya says
funding for New Mexico's five centers of technical excelknce will be
tai<en care of first in the special legIslative session.
Third-year funding for the cenlers,.about$5,7 million, fell through
lhe political cracks of the Legislature's 1985 regular session,
The centers are the backbone of
the Rio Grande Research Corridor
concept that is designr;d to attract
research funding, industry and jobs
to the state, Two are located at the
University of New Mexico, tWo at
New Mexico State University and
one at New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology.
State Rep. Dan Silva, R·
Bernalillo, recommended that the
Legislature approve a $16.5 million
package that would fund the centers,
and the technological innovation
centers, for the remaining three
years of the five-year program.
Anaya said he would consider a
bill that appropriates all three years
of funding at once, but that there
were "olher priorities that we need
to fllnd lhis year. We may compromise and go for two years."
Four of the five directors of the
centers and the members of Mondra.
gon' s commillee met earlier with
Anaya.
"The third year of funding for the
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EL PASO, Texas (UP!)- Merchants in American cities along the
U.S.-Mexico border are antiCipating
an influx of shoppers Wednesday as
Mexico celebrates May Day, but
police in Juarez and other communi·
ties south of the border are bracing
for violence.
Parades and political demonstra·
lions by members of Mexico's leading l.abor unions arc planned in
Matamoros, Piedras Negras, Juarez,
Tijuana, and other Mexican border
cities, officials said. The holiday is
the equivalent of Labor Day in the
United States.
A spokesman for the Juarez
Police Department said extra units
of police will be on duty Wednesday
to control crowds for the downtown
parade and to prevent a confronta·
tion between members of the con·
servativc National Action Party
(PAN) and tho government-backed
Revolutionary lnstitotional Party
(PRI).
In El Paso, Fernando Garcia, operations manager of Cielo Vista
Mall, said businessmen are expecting an increase in customers by at
least 15 percent as a result of the
Mexican holiday.
In Eagle Pass, across the border
frotn Piedras Nt:gl"dS, businessmen
frolll both sides of the border have
been working for several months to
offset the adverse publicity brought
about by a dash between the PAN
candidate for mayor, who claimed
victory in the Dec. 3. 1984 Piedra,;
Ncgras, and the PRI candidate who
was declared winner.

I
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Member, New Mexico Press Association

centers of technical excellence was
held up in the Senate due .to the unfortunate filibuster," Anayu told the
directors. ''This should not be inter·
preted by anyone in the state or in the
country as a sign of New Mexico
failing in its commitment to the cen·
ters."
State Sen. Les Houston, DBemalillo, a leader of lhe conservative coalition that opposed Anaya
during the legislative session, said,
"Those who fear instability in the
high·tech centers because of this are
overreacting."
The filibuster prevented quite a
few bills from being passed, Houston said,
Houston said he supported the
centers. "There's money to fund
them," he said.
The five directors are trying to
attract top scientific personnel to
staffthe centers,
"Stability is foremost in the
minds of world-class individuals"
who are potential candidates for employment, said Nicholas A. Mat·
wiyoff, director for the Center for
Non"Invasive Diagnosis at the Uni·
versity of New Mexico.
. William Streifer, director of the
Center for High Technology Materials, also at UNM, said tJmt if he
can't offer a position because of the
lack of funding, ''then I can see that
next year it will be extraordinarily

crisis center------

U.S. merchants,
Mexican police
expect May Day

.

The presidential search proce·
dure issue was "abandoned over
night" after Dr. John Elac was
out of the running for the pres·
idency of UNM. Why? Because
the search procedure Issue was a
totally phony issue. The real
issue was Dr. Elac's HispanicLebanese background.
There is a deeply entrenched
anti-Hispanic attitude at UNM.
The Latin-American Institute,
with close working ties to the.
Historv Department, serves as
command and control center for
anti-Hispanic activity and prop·
aganda. The Latin-American Stu·
dies Program functions as chief
indoctrination vehicle. The
opposition to Dr. Elac was publicly spearheaded by Dr. Michael
Conniff, associate historv professor and director of the lbero·

so {J()(J5
PI?INKING
JIIOU>Y

By Njjel C. Gordon

continued from page 1
will consist of Lou K.odiluwakku,
professional director; Daniel Blackwood. sludcnt director and Mark
Franzak, internal coordinator. Dr.
Rosenblum of the psychology department is presently acting as facul·
ty advisor.
The AGORA crisis center is the

~Leller.s
Search procedure •phony' issue
Editor~

Breathed

Technical excellence centers' funding
first on the agenda in special session

oldest student-run crisis center in the
United States, being 15 years old.
The center was organized in 1970 by
professors in tho psychology depart·
ment who were concerned after the
suicide of a student on campus.
AGORA is accepting applications
for summer volunteers, Volunteer
training begins June 6.

difficult to attract anyone of stature."
"If we can ~ttrac\ quality people,
they will attract funding: federul
funds, private and corporate funds,
and funds from lhe local, federal
labs," he said .
The Rio Grande Research Corridor concept calls for the state to
build upon the scientific resources it
already possesses. New Mexico has
two national laboratories, Sandia
and Los Alamos, as well as the Air
Force Weapons Laboratory at Kirt·
land Air Force Base and White
Sands Missile Range.
Gerald May, dean of the College
of Engineering at UNM, said the
concept has already influenced .industry in the state. He said that
Monolithic Memories was attracted
here by the corridor concept and
Sperry expanded because of the
jX>tential.
Strejfer says that Hughes Aircraft, which just opened a new lab in
town, was also influenced by the
potential of the research corridor.
The Jive centers each have a sepa·
rate field· of study,
The Center for Non·lnvasive Diagnosis at UNM is expected to be·
come one of the leading >enters in
the nation in lhe usc and study of
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
for medical d1agnosis. NMR provides much clearer pictures of the
interior of living organisms, including the human body, than can CAT
scans which use X-rays.
Streifer's Cemer for High Technology Materials has already received industrial support for its rc·
search in laser and modem optics
and microelectronics.
The corridor concept would fonn
closer links between the federal
laboratories, the three major univer·
sitics and private industry in the
.state.

!

STIJDY JN BRITAIN
City Univer1ity of London
or
Polytedanic of Central London
Full Credit Program•·ARTS·

E AD

•

The goal ol thiS accelerated t:ourM Is to give panielpants lhe ilbiUt to
dtteodlt AUS&1an in !)110 &eme~let, lndudl~ tho. abinl:l' 10 road and tom·
_prehend baSIC RuSSlll'l ma!ena!~ in a varioty ci_SC1on1l1Jt! and no~on\tllc
fialdt With the help of a l1id10nary TM: COUrse is esp&caa!ly rceommended
lor Qf&duale si'UOOtlls and upporodMSlOn undergraduates with provioUa

uposura loa foreigrt language

The courSe will be taughl by Dr Nalasha Kolchevska, aaSlslant p_rolessot

of lhe_Depattmenl Of MOdem_and Classical LanguaQes, and will be ofter&d
as "utslan365 MWF at noon during 1ht fatl11!5 aemealer.
For morelnformallon, conlad Ot- Kolch.wska at 271·3732

H~CENCE~ENG~EruNG

Call for detail• (713) 645-8402
SOUTHWEST EDUCATION INTL.
7007 Gulf Freeway, Suite 133

Whether your graduate is going on to' college, or starting a
new career, a calculator from Hewlett-Packard calculates
success.
Engineers, scientists, and business people know HP offers
the built·in functions they need to cut calculaHng time, That
means they'll find solutions faster, easier. And 40 years of
high-quality workmanship are behind every HP product.
Give the gift that has no equal.

F..fj,' f-IEWl.Ei"r
li:~ PACKARD

HOLMAN'S~
401 WYOMING NE• 26!5•7981

For a Good Tan
Call

298·5450

VISA
MASTER CHARGE
AMERICAN EXPRESs
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All Our
Mechanics are
Certified Technicians

5400 Menaul NE • 884·5797

ARE YOU IN

THE TITLE XX
DAY CARE
PROGRAM?

DO YOU KNOW

ANYUNM
STUDENTS
WHO ARE?
UNM has offered to pay Title XX student parents'
day care during finals week. Please contact Jm·
mediately to find out how to apply: 277·5528,
277·2758, 277-2757 or 277-2801 (counseling section).
Paid for b the ASUNM Lobb Committee.

Political theory and practice will
mesh during the first two weeks of
June on the University of New Mexico campus as politicians and political scientists join forces to offer
teachers, librarians and administrators a chancr. to explore the American two-party system.
Paul !-lain, chairman of the political science department, said Taft
Institute for Two-Party Government
participants will spend two days
studying the U, S. Constitution and
the rest of their t)me delving into the
political party system and the role of
interest groups and citizen participation in the political process.
The aim of providing social studies and civics teachers with a seminar on politics, said Hain, is "to
develop a better understanding of
the political process so they can give
it to their students."
Surveys have shown that during
the heat of a presidential election,
one out of I0 eligible voters can't
name the two major contestants for
the country's highest office.
Hain said some state legislators
and elected county officials had
been invited to participate. Also invited, Hain said, were Republicans
Jimmie W. Glenn of the State Corporation Commission, Justice Wil·
liam F. Riordan of the State Supreme Court, Congressman Manuel
Lujan and Mayor Harry Kinney.
Democrats who were .invited include
Congressman Bill Richardson and
fanner Gov. Jerry Apodoca, now
president of the University Board of
Regents.
Taft Seminars are sponsored by
the Taft Institute, described in seminar literature as ''a non-profit, educational organization dedicated to
enhancing knowledge of American
government and the two-party
system."
The 30 seminar participants, who
will receive three credit hours for
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By MerrUlee A. Dl)lan

Ninja 600R
$3,199

l(eiiY's aid
l(awas

Pa~e 7,

Taft seminar
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Alternative
Careers
See
'Peace Corps'
page .......... 9

Sandra Tatum

Jake Harter, son of doctoral candidate Pete Harter, enjoys his
ice cream cone.
their work, will spend one day at the make presentations interesting.
According to Hain, flyers about
State Capitol where they will discuss
the seminar have been distributed to
government with state leaders.
Hain said that David Colton, dean school officials arid teachers orgaof education. and Lynette Oshima, nizations. Some seats for the semiassistant professor of curriculum nar are still available; The price of
and instruction, had helped seminar $85 will include donnitory accom·
planners by giving ideas on how to modations.

Reagan

continued from page 1
the West Gennan news agency DPA
that "only with the help of police"
will Reagan succeed in entering the
fanner Nazi concentration camp at
Bergen-Belsen- a stop planned for
Sunday - unless he gives up his
controversial cemetery visit.
Sullanik indicated protesters

Alternative
Funding
See
'Credit Cards'
page ......... 11

would attempt to block the president's way to Bergcn-Belsen, 'Vhere
tens of thousands of Jews, gypsies
and Russians died, if the Biiburg
visit goes forward.

"In the eyes of Jews, this is a
gross injury to the memory of the
victims," Sultanik said.

Job Hunting

THAI HOUSE
is now cafeteria style
All Meals, Lunch & Dinner
UNDER $3.50

See
'Career
Placement'
page .......... 8

Open Monday-Saturday
Lunch 11-2
Dinner 5-9
106 Buena Vista
247-9205
(across from UNM behind 31 Flavors) ,
LJfl?.';· rr~-:;J
/, •.. > ~ ~ ·,, __ (c,__ :__-:J

Salutes
Class of 1985
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Changing
of the
Guard

A UNM graduate and a friend circa 1939--40.

•

(a division of the
Dean of Students Office)
Which has served you by:

.... .;;.r:

See
'Honors Center'
page ......... 16

<·

• advising ASUI'!M, GSA, Spirit Groups, Fraternities and Sororities
• clearing your group's activities to use university facilities
• managing the student Information center
• coordinating the annual Parent's Day and Recognition Banquet
• providing Information to you about the campus and organizations
services and actMtles throUgh the:
• Student Directory
• UI'IM Pathfinder
• Campus Guide to Chartered Student Organizations
• Student Organizations Handbook
• Telemessage Phone Service (277-5243)
• Summer Calendar
• Monthly Activity Calendars
•Campus Map
• Ufe SkiDs Workshop Calendars
• Dial Access Telephone Information Service (277 -3425)
• Chartering and Rechartering of Student Organizations
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Sharing
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Flore PillhS

PURPlE
PASSIONATE
POSTER

Career planning and placement office
plays matchmaker for colle e grads

Add passion to

Everclear 190
proof grain
alcohol.

If you're about to receive a diploma, and all you need now is an exciting career, call up George Sandoval,
associate director of UNM's Career
Planning and Pla.cement.

EVEHCLEAH
ALCOHOl

If it sounds too good to be true,
you're right. "Forty-six percent of
applicants arc placed within degreerelated career fields after graduation,'' Sandoval said.

EVERCLEAH PO STIR OfFER

Sandoval has been the department's associate director for nine
years and said w.hile efficiency has
been improving, visibility and student procrastination are still problems. Some students don't start
planning on a specific job until three
to six weeks before graduation and,
"We need to deal with that group of
people," Sandoval said.

-------~-----~---------------------------Everclear Poster Offer
500 ~rd Avenue West
Seattle, WA 98119

Nanu'--·--- -~~-------Address
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34
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VisaU
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Ordor Shlppod within48 hours. OfferQOOd In US orily, Offer void where _prohibilad bylaw. No
product purclasonliC.:osliaJY, Everclear b:xtled by Wodd Wide Distilled Products Company, St.
loois, MO 63139. Everclear, the ultimate mtxer. USB in.mod..era1ion, ~ inlcnded for~

-------------- ..

-~will\hOn..loohollcbeverages.
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A NEW
. p
COURSE IN
CCC
RUSSIAN STUDIES

Announcing:

for fall Semester

"We don't represent graduates
for employers, but help students and
alumni identify their career goals
and assist them in securing acceptable career employment. Career
Planning and Placement facilitates
the search by inviting employers to
recruit on campus,'' Sandoval said.
Though the department tries to
place all the applicants, market
forces largely determine the success
rate of placement.
Most of the applicants placed in
Albuquerque are hired by Public
Service Company of New Mexico,
Sandia Labs, Mountain Bell, and
Penney's.
"The reality is that we deal with
demand occupations, which current-

D

-The Soviet World Today,
An Introductory survey course on modem Soviet society.
Culture • History • Politics • Economics
Mon./Wed.lfrl. 1:00pm to 1:50pm
RUSS 230, ECON 230, HIST 230, POL. SCI. 230
(register In the department of your choice!)
Course Instructors
Dr. Robbins, Coordinator, (History)
Dr. Lindsey, (Modem and Classh:al Languages)
Dr. Kolchevska, (Modem and Classical Languages)
Dr. Roeder (Political Science), Dr. Jonas (Economics)

Also -

An introduction
to the
19th century classics,
no prerequisites
Mondaythrough friday
11:40·12:40
Pro(. Byron Lindsey .

J.lapo.ll

for more infoht1ation oil
Russian Studies Programs,
see Professor Lindsey, 277·3617
(ittodern and classical languages)
Ortega Hall 351·C

.,

gineers, a slump in hiring teachers
diminished and has increased 5 percent to 10 percent annually."
Sandoval and his four colleagues
are now being swamped during what
they call the "crisis period," but
maintain it's not too late for 1985
graduates to take advantage of the
free services at Career Planning,
adding, "It's never to early for students to come in, either."

D

UNM Hospital
Urgent Care Center

conti11ued on page 10

FORITSElfl

Applications are now being accepted for all agency and executive committee positions for the 1985-86 school year. Your
input will be valuable.
••• your voice makes a difference
We at ASUNM provide the following services and organizations
which not only allow the student a chance for campus and
community involvement, but are also designed to make the UNM
student's experience more educationa~
comfortable and complete.

Popular Entertainment
Committee
Created to bring top-name entertainment to campus. Anything from
dances at the Subway Station to
concerts by Kenny Rogers or
George Winston.
·

Film Committee

A place for the creatively inclined to
relax and work with pottery or paint
A darkroom and photo equipment
are also available.

Charges

$25-standard 30 min. visit
AMEX, Visa, Mastercard, personal check or cash" accepted.

D

The
Class

patagonia®

of

1985

2421 San Pedro NE
Albuquerque, NM 87110

Congratulations
from the

Sealcoat Rainjacket (tan) ...•.....•.•..... $ 98.50
Sealcoat Rainpants (tan) ..•••............ $ 60.00
Mountain-Weight Anorak .......• , ....... $106.00
Rugby Jerseys (solid colors) ...•.•....•.•. $ 37.75
Dualspun Climbing Pants (women's & men's) .$ 47.25
Bunting Jackets ....•....•.....•.•.•..•• $ 67.50
Cotton Web Belts {tan & redwood) .••..... $ 4.00

Undergraduate Students Needed
for ASUNM Positions

Tutorial Service
Free Tutoring on all subjects. If you
need help or have questions come
by and see us.

Textbook Co-Op
Books for school at a price students
can afford Works on a co-op basis.
Used books In good condition.

Speakers Committee
Created to bring well-known lecturers and speakers. A well rounded
schedule is planned for this year.

Crafts Area

Use UNM Hospital Critical Care Center Entrance

LIST PRICE

HELP WANTED!

Located in the. basement of the SUB,
this theatre works to bring a variety
of qualify films at reduced prlc~s. everything from pure adventure/
escapism to the artful andintriguing.

Location

sale!

•

STANLEY H. KAPLAN

Monday-Friday 5-10 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday Noon-10 p.m.

J

Russian 338 (01194 G)

ly are in the technical, education,
and business fields,'' Sandoval said,
"A degree in liberal arts is still the
most marketable in terms of
quantity."
Saying it's difficult to predict
market forces, Sandoval contends,
"You can't blame II particular institution for creating temporary imbalances in the job market. In 1980,
during a surplus of chemical en·

Hours

contemporary literature of Russia and.Eastem Europe In trans·
laUon. The important writers of the "other" Europe.
MWf 2:00 to 2:50 professor, Byron Lindsey

For Summer Session
Russian Literature
in Translation

Francine Long takes advantage of services pr(Witted
career planning department of Student Services.

"The Peace Corps. is not for everybody,'' s,ays Michael Descbamps, a former volunteer now
serving as program representative at
the University of New M!lxico,
"Do-gooders usually don 'I work
out that well," Deschamps said,
adding that volunteers m!lst see
some value in living in a third-world
nation.
.
Founded by President John F.
Kennedy in 1961, the Peace Corps
now has about 5,400 volunteers in
nearly 60 countries, serving mainly
at or near the equator in Latin America, Africa, Asia and the Pacific.
Because of the non-developed
character of many of these nations,
Deschamps said the agency's biggest need is for volunteers with
backgrounds in agriculture, forestry, fisbery, and design, and construction of fresh-water systems.
Children in Third World nations
often contract severe diarrhea from
drinking impure water and could die
"literally overnight" of dehydra·
tion, he said.
Deschamps assisted in the constrllction of such a system while
working as a Community Development specialist in a rural villiage in
Honduras. He, and a crew of SO
men, dammed a small stream in the
mountains above the village, and
hand-dug a se•ten-mile-Jong trench
to pipe the water to a 10,000 gallon
storage tank which takes it to faucets
located on the people's property. He
and his wife also worked on a reforestation project for the native mahogany forests, which he says are
rapidly being depleted by trying to
fill the great demand for the wood.

Deschamps fe!lls very positive ab.
out his service in the Peace Corps,
ani:! is very enthusiastic about the
program iri general. One volunteer
who paints a le&s.rosy picture of the
Peace Corps is Irene Janulis, who
spent two years doing research in an
urban office setting in llc!lador,
''[expected to .live in a small vii·
lage with no running .water and no
electricity, I ended working in ~·city
in Ecuador. I was crushed," she
·
said.
Janulis was assigned to CERN, .
the Centro Reconversation Econo·
mica de Azuay, a regional planning
agency responsible for ''the whole
gamut .of development.'' Her work:
to help organize a library of technological information was hampered by the lack of statistics and
Spanish-language materials.
"Technical information that college students and professors needed
for thier thesises on renewable energy was not available,'' she said.
CERN also did not have the funds
needed to purchase books and had to
rely upon free publications from various international agencies.
Volunteers in urban areas were
often upset, she said, by having to .
deal with anti-American attitudes
held by some of the more sophisiicated members of the upper-middle
class and some bureaucrats.
During the 1983 invasion of Grenada, Janulis said she ''was afrdid to
go out of the house. There was a
constant friction in the air. I guess in
tense situations people's true feelings do. come out. "
Janulis said that anti-American
feelings were "almost .nil" in the_.

For urgent, but not life-threatening
medical problems.

RUSSIAN 490,

1'yccKtA i1

By David Gomez

By Kyle Black

your punch with

For your full color l5" ~ 22" Everclear
poster, ~end $3.00 in check, money order
or use your Mastercard or Visa to;

Dedicated only need apply

MEXICAl\T

SALE
$57.95
$35.00
$55.00
$16.95
$23.95
$45.50
'
$ 1.75

carry out
1

IUTCB£1\T

Travel Center
Need help in arranging that trip
home? How about that spring-break
vacation to Mazatlan? The Travel
Center makes life easier for student
travelers.

In addition, applications are also being accepted
for these paict and non-paid positions:
ASUNM Positions/Committees
Assistant to the President
Cultural Committee
Elections Commission
Fiesta Committee
Homecoming Committee
International Affairs
Intramural and Rec. Ed
Lobby Committee
Publications Board
Student Court

Specializing

Student Standards & Grievances
Attorney General
Treasurer
Health center Student Advisory
Board
Admissions and Registration
Athletic Council
Campus Planning Committee
Computer Use Committee
Continuing Educ. Committee
Library Committee
Scholarships, Prizes and Loans

I,

in

stuffed sopaipillas

344-5315
49174th.NW
(between Griego & Montano)

Help make your University better by making your
student government more responsible. For more
Informal/on call 211·5528 or drop by
ASUNM office Rm. 242 S.U.B.
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PillhS
Dedicated
continued from page 9
rural countryside. "Peace Corps
volunteers are almost some of the
only people who come out and help
the farmers, so they're looked upon
favorably. When a Peace Corps
volunteer actually lived and workeo
in a community, that was really
appreci<lted. ''
Some volunteers were discouraged by the poor backing offered by
local agencies for their work.
"Their hands were often times tied
by lack of support. Volunteers
would ask 'Why didn't the Peace
Corps tell us about this before sending us out on assignment?'" she
said,
Janulis said she has mi~ed feelings about her service in the Pe;~ce

Jl!i

,~ ~

Corps. "I'm glad I went to Ecuador.
lle.arned a h!!ll of a lot. It gave me a
framework to anaylize what's going
on in Central America. I'm grateful
for that,
''The other side of the coin is that
many of the people I met in Ecuador
questioned the validity of the Peace
Corps and why the,Peace Corps was
there, Some people consider it an
arm of American intervention," she
said,
"We heard stories of Peace Corps
vounteers putting sterilizers (infertility drugs) in milk in the '50s ano
'60s." she continued, "What do
you believe? You ask yourself what
the Peace Corps' role is there. •
•· As long as there arc dummies
like me who want to do good, people

will be joining the Peace Corps,"
she said.
Volunteers arc paid a salary comparable to what their counterparts in
the host country makes. A Peace
Corps teacher in Zaire, for exarnple
is paid what a native teacher would
make, to insure that the volunteers·
do not live above the lew! of the
people they serve, Volunteers recieve an additional monthly allowance of $175 which is paid in a
lump sum at the end of thier two
years of service, This amounts to
about $4,500 for a single person,
twice that for married couples.
Jn 1984, average monthly salaries
in Africa ranged from a low of $185
in Senegal to $459 in Burundi.
These figures are tied in with the rate

A I 5 E5

of inflatio.n and cost of living in a
given country.
A special "window of opportunity" exists for liberal arts gradu~es
this summer, Deschamps smd.
Under this short-term program, new
volunteers will be trained in
"appropiate technologies" (t.hose
which are inexpensive and environmentally sound; irrigation and solar
energy, fore~ample). "We'regoing
to put generalists in this ficlc!," he
said, .
A degree is usually required of a
potential volunteer but relevant
work c)(perience is accepted forcertain fields, including agriculture (5
years), and mechanics and skilled
trades (2 years), Service opportuniiies eiis n agriculture,
architechture/plannngienginecring,
biological and physical sciences,
business (accounting and manage·

GOING

rnent), education, health, horne hconomics, natural resources management and. social wo.rk,
Language skills are desired but
not required as the Peace C{)rps puts
volunteers through a language and
culture training program in the host
country. The Corps works in over
100 llmguages· worldwide, Spanish
and .French being among the most
commonly usee!.
Volunteers are not placed in war
zones where thier lives might be endangered. Deschamps said there are
currently no volunteers in El Salvador or Nicarauga, for example,
Those interested in pursuing the
Peace Corps as an {)ption after graduation can reach campus Peucc
Corps representive Michael Deschamps at the Latin American Institute, 80 I Yale SE or by calling 2772961.
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BANQUET
The Albuquerque Convention Center
May 10,1985
Student Price

$5

Goclfatbcr•s

Pizza

A

Student Price

$5

7:00PM
a
"Spend night with us"
Tickets are on sale now!
THE AMERICAN INDIAN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING SOCIETY

2n-14o2

·

2n-14o2

*MILLER HIGH LIFE LEISURE SERVICES*

IPIRTIPAII

Play-Off Picture
Leisure Service Spring 1985

2300 Central SE
(Across from UNM)

268-4504
8700 Menaul NE 299-6666
1835 Candelaria NW 345-8568
W. Central at S. Coors 836-0142
5500 Academy NE 821-7262
Rio Rancho Shp. Center 892-8880

ao&-30

Chrietine Fragua. 24:32.7

-&&&over
Dick Croghan 18:59.6

QATTENTION
-&8 &over

Ra.mon Mondragon 19:13.5
Open Women
18 & 'IInder

¢

SCIENCE
MAJORS

Dla.na Plater 22:4.6.5
:51·3'1
Ch1'1S Weisen 30:35.3

Open Men
16 & 'IInder

Jeff Melvin 16:55.2
18-48
Donna. Relf 29:11.6

4.8 &over
Lilla.n Croghan 28:58.4

1'1·83
Marti Calderone 24:37.0

Robert Coss 17:04.8

a-&-SO
Edith Is!doro 20:41.2

84-30

31·3'1

17·8:S

Brya.n Kelchner 15:34.2

Deborah Oh6rt 23:37.0

17·83
Shtl.wn Ca.rr 16:61.7

31•3'1
Wflliam Cain 16:29.9

Joan Trebilcock 22:59.0

a-&.:so
Walter La.ne 17:27.9

118•-&8

-&6 &over

1J'lfMMen

Ra.Y Pabst 17:18,3

38-48

Or1Sta. Melf 23:13.9

l

ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

FOR
MINORITY BIOMEDICAL
RESEARCH SUPPORT
PROGRAM
If ,You are a minority (Black, Chicano, Native American)
W1th a gra~e poi.ntaverage of 2.5 or better, majoring in
the followmg sc1ences: Biology, Chemistry, Biochemis·
try, or Psychology, and would like to work in a research
laboratory, investigate the MBRS Program. Call 277·
2728, or come by the North Campus, BMSB, Rm. 106.
Immediate openings,
'ln!ereotod Hispanic• may also apply

By Barbara Armij11

Retail stores want to get their credit cards in the hands of May graduates,
They have a " ... pre-approved
credit line available to you because
you are on your way to the top of the
ladder in your career afier graduation.''·

Credit can be important for manY
reasons. It is an efficient way for
utility companies to bill, and credit
cards have been known to help get
people out of emergencies,
However, charge accounts that
mean big business for retail stores
also can lead people into long-term
plastic credit card traps if they are
not careful.
Robert Chavez, a credit adviser
and collections agent in Albuquerque, saio an easy way to estabHsh
credit is through the retail store
accounts.
"The worst thing ;~bout retail
store charge. accounts is knowing
when you have opened enough
accounts to suit your needs. Nobody
needs a credit card from every store
in the two rnajor malls here, even if
they offer you a pre•approved one,"
Chavez said.
"Credit usually isn't free. It is
paid for by interest charges," he
said.
If you already have one of the two
bank cards (3ueh as Mastercard or
Visa), you may want to think about
only using it instead of several small
retail credit cards, Chavez said.
Carrying one card has its advantages. Billing is made easier, and
remembering one billing date is

easier than remembering .three.
Monroe W. Tate, a credit manager at Century Finance Company in
Albuquerql!e, said the two bank
cards have several advantages.
"You can get cash from your
bank and go anywhere to spend it.
And, they are accepted in more
stores and restaurants than any other
catd," Tate said.
Do credit cards save you money?
Not usually, but they don't have to
cost you money either. The way to
beat an interest charge is to pay the
bill in full before the 30-day deadline.
The two major bank cards usually
have lower interest rates than some
of the retail credit accounts.
Vona Lewis, a credit manager at
Baldridge Lumber Company, said
various retail charge accounts will
not lower payments even if you are
never late paying them.
"Credit isn't more money. It's a
convenience that lets you enjoy certain benefits now and have to pay for
later," Lewis said.
She said a person could save

money by paying on only one
account rather than on several.
Charging $200 all on a Visa or a
Master Card could be more beneficial than charging $200 on three
different retail credit cards. The interest rate you PIIY on the bank card
will probably be less overall, s.aid
Lewis.
Lewis said it "is just as important
to keep traci( of bow much you owe
so that when your credit is established, you won't take on more than
you can handle financially."
Tom Martinez, a collections manager for Citicorp Credit Service
said, "I don 'tthink itis entrapment.
Stores want your business, but they
are also introducing y{)u to the world
of credit,"
Martinez said people get into
trouble because they don't calculate
the interest .rates into dollars and
cents.
"There is no business around
offering credit to people without
telling them how much the interest
rate is. Eighteen percent doesn't
sound like much to some people,''
he said.
Making payments promptly is important if you want to keep a good
credit rating.
"It's important to keep your pay~
ments up to date. If you can't make a
payment at anytime, call or write to
the credit manager,'' Martinez said.
Most graduating seniors would
agree that establishing credit with
retail stores is not difficult. They
practically give credit to anyone graduating in the foreseeable future.

continued on page 16

Escuelo del Sol will be the center for many summer activities
for pre-school and kindergarten age children( 2 %-6yr, olds~.
Activities Include music, gardening, swimming, arts and
crofts and more. Come join the fun at Escuelo Del Sol Montes.sori School. 1315 Mountain Rd. NW 87104.
Call 242·9817 far more lnformQtloo.

our .
you
of Albuquerque,
We think ()f you as an individual, with .individual
questions, needs, and opportunities that deserve personal
care and attention.
Feel free to ask about our problem·solving plans for
checking, savings, credit, and investment.
We'll take a personal interest in meeting your needs
and helping you to reach your goals.
Qur g~ IS.for you to get the most out of your banking
relationship Wlth us.
That's what taking care of it personally is all about.

13.F'..t

lnfetsfate Bank

FIRST /NTERSTAT£! BANK OF ALBUQUERQUE

Member FDIC

r-----------..,
1 Dinner For Two ••• I
I
I
I
1

Softball TD111'D.ament
Sigma Chi
BAE
Wrecking Crew
Limestone Cowboys
Fish Hea.ds
Dlrt;y Box
Arourtd robinPl!liY·offformat will be played this
week with a.n eventual champion being crowned
th1S Wednesdey', MSiY lst
8th .Annual
Spring Lite Run Results
1Jlll1l Women
1'1·8:S
38-48
Sue Walsh 19:48.7
Martin DoViak 19:31.4

Graduation brings credit offers

Esqu•Ja D•l Sol
Mont•ssori Summer Camp

I
II
I

I

Buy One Item • • • I

I
Freell II

Get Another

I·

_LA_

1~7~1

II
67Z4 Central S.L
I Oust across from fairgrounds)
1
Olfer good
1 Mon., Tues. &. Thursday evenings
I
s-to pm.

II
I
I
1

coupon.
1
..I ____________
.,
otrer EXpires May o.
I
With this special

1

1985

JUNIOR
EXECS
Enjoy your job and spare time,
too. Salary -Starts $21,000 in·
creasing annually to $32,700 after
four years.
Qualilications - Four year col·
lege grads and all majors consi·
dered. Reeent grads looking for
first job as well as those contemplating a job change (under age
27), are encouraged to apply.
Qualification test required. ·
· Benefits- Club privileges in·
eluding f 8-hole golf course·s,
swimming pools, handball, ra·
quetbalt, tennis, beaches, sailing
and flying clubs, full medical and
dental care, unlimited sick leave,
30 days annual paid vacation,
post-grad educational programs
and retirement in 20 years.
.
Job- several positions still
available In the following areas:
Management (technical & non·
tchnical), aviallon management,
finance, personnel management.
Location- Openings on both
coasts and Gulf area. We pay re·
location expenses.
Dept. or the Navy
1o800-354o9627

PRESBYTERIAN WOMEN'S
HEALTHCARE CENTER OPENS!
WE'LL BE CELEBRATING FROM 1-4 P.M.
1100 CENTRAL SE
Look lor the big tent outside Presbyterian to find international
gymnast Cathy Rigby who will be in Albuquerque on Sunday,
May 5 to celebrate tile opening of the city's first hospital designed
solely {or wornen-the Pres~yteri~n Wome~'s Healtlica.re <;enter.
Besides being a 12·medal wmner m lntemanonal gymnastics com·
petition, a Georgie Award-wJnnin&actress and ,TV ~ommentator,
Cathy has devoted herself to sr,ea!ang on physu:.al fitness and
wellness.ln her speech on ''Balancing Wellnessi' she'll also describe
her personal fight to overcome the di.seasc of anorexia, and shell
share the joy o1 being an expec~nt par~nt.
.
. .
Following Cathy'S ptesentauon 1 vis1t our "hoSflltal W1thm a .
hospital"-it's the entire third floor of Presbyterian Hospital, 1100
Central SE. The Presbyterian Wornen's Healthcare Center has
gathered toget~~r all Its women's healthcar~ resour~es into one.. ...
convenient 1aahty W1th a selection of quahty phys1dans, numerous
birthing altetnalives1 specialize~ gynecolog.ical cate and a .learning
center featuring over 70 educatiOnal classes, self·help semmars,
workshops ani! more. . .
.. .
.
.

-----·-~---~~-----..~~7~~- -::~~";;--·'";-·~'- . . ~~-- ~·-~--~--~-:---~--· ~ -·
~--.~~

..

-)
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Then visit our lobby Pamily·A·Fair for a "wellth" of infortna•
tion.l.earn about infant CPR, famil)l stress management; poison
and accident prevention, dealing with sick children1 birthlngalter· .
natives, parenting skills, PMS, e~ting on the run, packing cliildren!;
lunches, menopause, osteoporos1s1 postnatal exerdse and more.
Our P!ofessional nursing staff! physicians, counse~ors,. dietitians,
family health educators atld p lYSJcal therapists w11l be there to
atlsWeryour questions.
Artd because we want to continue serving you after you visit
our centelj we'll provideynu With a wide variety of Information to
take home. There also will be balloons for the kids1lapel pins for
the women and tote bags to hold the "weltth" of Information you
and your family will acquire.
.
So come b)l and meet us.~ tour out facility and enjoy the grand
opening of the Presbyterian Wornenk Healthcare Center on Sunday,
May 5, from 1-4 p.m.
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Graduations trom the Past

UNM professors offer advice to graduating seniors
By Julie Newc11mb

The real world awaits. Graduation will soon
be a fact for the class of 1985, the degree wHt
become a line on the resume and a few snapshots of grin11ing faces in caps nod gowos,
At this time. of year all over the country,
graduates strike out for what lies beyond the
university. Even the most assertive and self·
confident student will admit to feelings of
doubt when faced with the task of presenting
himself to the unknown, hat in hand. Interviews and new j\lbs produce terror, even
among the talented.
However, it is comforting to .know that
many have been there already, and can offer
not only sympathy, but practical advice as
wen.
Professor Zane Reeves, director of the master's program in Public Administration at the
University of New Mexico, says students who
are entering the work force must use common
sense as well as their new degree. He points to
the need for practicality and a shrewd assess-

ment of what employers are looking for.
''Many people who graduate from universities, including this one, h<1w degrees in the
social sciences. or the arts," said Reeves.
"I'm not knocking it because that's where my
background is too, but you have to oe realistic.
It is absolutely essential to have a few market·
able .skills to offer when you go out looking for
a job."
At the very least, Reeves thinks all graduates should learn to operate a computer com·
petently, and understand something about
how a simple budget is put together.
Experience outside the university before a
student graduates is also ltelpful, such as an
intem program working in private sector organizations.
"Some students think that a degree in itself.
either a bachelor's or a master's, is an automatic ticket to a job," he said. "That's a misconception. There is no substitute for practical
experience, Leaming in the classroom is fine,
but it doesn't give you a feel for what really
goes on out there."
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La Cerveza De Los Lobos

llO Calories
3.8% Alcohol

*

IMPORTED
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LOBO
SCHEDULE

INMI'S
FOOD
FOR

May 1 Utah State Logan

UT

May 2 Utah State Salt Lal<e City

UT

for your future
May 3-4

2206
____ ___ ..._,..__________
..... _.Central
________SE_

255-3696
__....,
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Te~as·EI

May4 NM Open

Paso

Alb. Stadium
Alb. 12:00

Lasagna Dinner

Buy 1
Get 1 FREE

with this coupon

'

expires 5·8-85
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3004·0 central southeast
Albuquerque. New Mexico 87106
505 I 262·0787

(One block Wut of
Unlvenolty on Centro/)
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good thoughts
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1700 Central Ave. SE
on Pine St.
Albuquerque, N~ a_7104
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FACTORY TRAINED
12 YEAR EXPERIENCE

.

Jump Into Sprt·ng

I

.1419 Central NE (Just_2 Blks West of UNM) 247-8224
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We print the news

. I ,, /

and PRECISION, CUTS ONLY $~6.95
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.Dally Lobo
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(Includes shampoo, style cut, perm and blow dry)
This glimpse of p~st graduations
was compiled from files in Hodgin
Hall with th~: help of Gwinn ''Bub"
Henry, the director of Hodgin Hall.
Henry moved to New McJ~ico in
1934 and graduated from UNM in
1952. He has been at UNM for 50
years and can recall from memory
many of the names, dates and faces
in the photos. Many of the photos
date back to the tirne when Hodgin
hall was the first and only building
on campus.
The top photo is a section taken
from a 4-foot-long photo of the stu·
dent body and faculty in 1921 . There
were 18 seniors, 48 juniors. 36
sophomores and 74 freshmen. The
freshmen were were forced to wear
"beenies" by the upperclassmen.
Nervous faces, long speeches and
a lot ofwaiting arc part of most graduations. This is the graduating
class of 1967.
Lower left, this photo was taken
around 1910 at a fountain that used
to be to tha north of Hodgin Hall on
what is now Redondo Drive. The
fountain was a gift of the class of
J906,and is being rcbuiltin front of
the annex building on Redondo
Drive by the Kiwanis Club. Thereconstruction of the fountain will cost
the club approximately .$7 .000.
Lower left, Turner Branch. Jim
Coggins and Howard Mcthany at a
I 960 Commencement at UNM. Turner Branch is an attorney in Albuquerque and was also student body
president.
Photo page designed by Julie Serna

Those with ljrt degrees have probably been versitit:s at the moment," said Adams. "is
wamed more than once that their field of ex· that students are focussing too heavily on
perience is "impractical" and will not be of these mar!<ctab)e skills. They're asking themmuch use when they graduate.
selves how they can learn to do something
Clinton Adams disagrees. He is the director they can turn in at the cash register on the way
of the Tamarind Institute, an internationally out the door."
acclaimed center for'the study of lithography
He agrees that competition for jobs is
at UNM. From 1961 through 1976, he was tough, and a practical skill can be helpf\11, but
dean of the College of Fine Arts and has seen a cautions against le<1ning too heavily on one
decrease in arts enrollm(lnt during this decade, area.
"In the 60's and early 70's, fine arts was the
"It only narrows the options of the inc;Ji.
thing to major in," Adams said. "Enrollment vidual in the long ntn," Adams said.
was going up every year in fine arts and dropping off sharply in engineering and science. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Now it is exactly the opposite.''
Adams feels the economy and the present
administration have a lot to do with the turnaround, and with the emphasis on marketable
skills and practicality instead of a wellrounded curriculum. He does not condemn the
trend, but believes that students should concentrate more time on philosophy, history,
social sciences, and the arts,
''One of the things that is wrong with uni-

Distributed by Quality Import Co.
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'Uniux _dfai't r.bui9n.
Exclusive 15% Discount to UNM
Students---All Year Longll
9o.m. to 6p.m,
842·8300
2000 Centr.al SE
"
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BE A PLASMA DONOR
Yale Blood Plas~a, Inc.
9:30am-5:30pm Mon.-Fri.
122 Yal~ SE
Albuqu~rque, NM &7106
(.50.5) 266-.5729
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Bring this ad and receive $2.00
I donation in a mont h.
on any singe
1 coupon per donor.
Vai.!!J. one time only
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Chicken Filet Sandwich
save 60¢

1830 Lomas NE
4700 Menaul NE
3720 Juan Tabo
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SUMMER SPECIALS
Shampoo, Haircut, and Style $10.00
Haircut & perm $35.00
Cellophane,. Henna $15.00

9a.m.-6p.m.
842-8300
· 2000 Central SE

••

CORRALES RECORDS

10% OFF

"We ore glad to Special Order"

Everything in the Store

898-8100

GICS

10% OFF

RUNNERSHOE WORLD

All Shoes

3515 LOMAS BLVD. N.E. 505.268-6300
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO 87106

Exp. 5-18-85

Corrales Center #16

~
8URGIGR

Aren'tYou Hungry?

So take a bite, and enjoy a
great-tasting, flame broiled
~ Burger King'" burger now.

with this coupon and the purchase
of a Hamburger
($1.30 or more)

Hours: 6:30am - 12pm Daily

BUY ONE WHOPPER
AND GET ONE FREE

II

1916 Central Ave. SE

Please present this coupon before ordering.
Limit one coupon per cuslomer
Void where prohibited bv law.
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Brakes
•Tune Ups
• Service Calls
• Comp. Mech. Work
.

Specialize In V.W.'s

•

Alex Padilla Sr., Owner
Alex Padilla Jr., Mgr.
Debra Medina, Office Mgr.

FAST GAS

2019 Carlisle NE • 268-1921

Taco Plate ............................ "......•.••.••...• sa.oo

Reg.~

QAS

Two beef rat:os

Chill Rcllcno Plate •

II • • • • • • • • ' . . . .

~. -·

••

~ ••

I • i •• i I ••••••••

Chili rclleno Wl!h gre('n chill sauce

sa.oo

Enthllada Plate •• ,., •••••..••.• ,~ •••.. ,- ...... -.~ ... ,.~ •• ,,, sa.oo
Two cheese enchiladas
BC:cf Enchilada Plate •••••••• ~ ............... -, •• , •• , ••
Two bed enchiladas
Blue EitthUadp Plate •••.•• .-., .... ~-. •••• ~ o
Two blue cmn enchiladus
I

I

0 •.• I

• • • • • • • .-. • • • •

s3.oo

S3ooo

Sour Cream Enchlllida Plate •• , , • , •• , , .• , , , •.•• , , • , , , .. sa.oo
Two sour cream enchiladas
1;:=~:=:;;::==::: HUCVoS RiUlchCrOs~ • •,.; .- •• o, •• , •••• ,., ~ •• ••.•,., ~ ••• n. S3.oo
Two eggs .served 011 corn IOtlllla Wired or gn'<'ll chile SHute
AboV(· ordt'rs lnrludt• Htc & beans, corr(•<• ')t tt•a,
rwo sopaplllas, and tosradns & hoi sall! ,.

1'a.co Plate ., ...••.•.. " .... ~ .. -.· .................... ..-"' ... $2.50

Enchilada Plate ••..•..•••••..••.....•.• _. ••..•••., ......... $2.50
Beef Enchilada Plate ................................ $2.80
chicken Enchilada Plate ............................ $2.!!0
Beef' ~raco •••..••••• ~
* ••• ~. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • •70<:
Chicken Taco. . . .. . • .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. . • • . . . . . . .. .. . . • .soe
• , ••••

Enchilada ••.......•.....•..•... -. ...••. -. . * ............ F. . .70¢

Beef Enchilada ......•..••••• '" ...•...•..••.•.......•..•• ,

.soc

llelleho .. ,, .,..•.•........ -~ .................... ~ ....... ooc

Enchilada ..• ; .....• -, ......•...
.ooe
Tamale ••• ~ ... ~ •. ~ ~ ... ~ ... , ..•••
70c
B(:cf Sluffed sopapiila .............. , ..... , .......... S1.35
Bean SlUffed Sopapilla. , ...... , ........... , .......... Sl.lo
Beef Tostada Co:npesta ............................. $1.35
0

•

•

•

I

••••••• "

•.••••

,

•

•

•

•

•. •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Bean 1·ostada C<lmpcsta. ~ •••... , ..•..• ~ ~ , • , •• ~~ •• ,...• $1. lO
Guacamole ~ ••... ~ ...• ~ •..•..•
$4~00/plnt
T

• • • • • • • • • • • •- • • • • •

Salsa ................ ~·· .......................... ~.~· $1.80/plilt
Chili Con Queso· .......................... , ..... $2.00/plm
Beans or l~lce .................. , •• , ........ , • , •.• 1.20/plnt
• • ~ . " ••. -· ••••• .-. ~ • • • •

&p. 5·11·85

GRADUATION SPECIAL ON AEROS

.80
SA.
.>- ::»

* =»
0

expires

carry-Out

J •

UNM Students Only
All Movies S1. 94
1,000 Movies To Choose From

Rental

Financing&
Insurance Available

S A. I

3311 Central Ave NE
266•2925
Luncheon Specials 11 -4pm
combination Plate ..•..••.•.••.•........•.......•.•• s2.5o·
265·2(>36
Assorted Plate ••••••• ~ ~ ••..•.••.• ~ ............... S3.oo
Beef taco. tanklle & cheese enchilada

()

$1.00 OFF

24Hr.

5·7·85.

.
. With this

1
1

coupon

0I

()

.2f) ' .·

~
0

3716 CENTRAL S.E.
CALL 265-8478

.80

SA.

()

Offer expires 5·31·85

'

PRO TAN Center

ENTER
A SAFE WAY TO TAN
MORT PACKER-LTD

Buy 1 session
&

Get 1 Free
Save $8.00

~:::::»

20

ANY retail price
Of ANY part or
accessory In stock

1425 wyoming NE- North of 1·40 293·1860

I

~~~~~~~==================:-:-:·:-:-~~a~~~-~----------------•
z

BacaS

80

This ofler expires 6·8·85

CLASSICS

z

Comp·le.te. Air Condition.ing SeiVI"ce· ·0>-

EA H

S>-::»
A.

()

1968 White V.W. Bug $999.

wih this coupon

·~

MUSIC

----------~-------------------·
ALEX'S
·
I
DEAL OF THE WEEK
_g~l
$16.95

o

--~-11!1--~--------

()

· Expires 5·8'85

*

()

Good only at 1916 Cenlral S E

ADULT
CULT
HORROR
ADVENTURE

80

valll$

Frontier Restaurant

Horne of the Latest in Broiled Food and the Homemade Sweetroll

ALEX'S AUTO
SALES & REPAIRS

60~

a

266-0550 Across from Johnson Gym 2400 Central SE

.80
.3A.
.> ::»
20

UNM LOBOs------------------------~

KIN

.80
sa.
~~
80

---FREE Med. Soft Drink

z

Saucon

z

Our Regular price is already
10% off list price.
Shop and save or Corrales Records.

Couf)on expires 5-31-85

!:tonic • Nike • International Sports • SJWnc:o • Reebok. • Bill Rogers •

I

r

df ai.'t r,bi!ifJn.

BILL PACKER-LTD

9 am·9 pm 7 Days a week

Exp. May 31, 1985

---··-·-··-··-·-··--··-·-··-·--·-··--··-~-····--·-~

so sessions for $150

rea. $400
25 Sessions for $100 rea. $200
15 sessions for $75 rea. $120
EXp. May 31, 198S

P~ge .17,
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future

Director of Honors Program to retire
By Stacy Green

LOW PRICES
FAST SERVICE
QUALITY COPIES

•
•••
••

••
••
••
•

kinko•s c:opiczs
Open 7days

••••••••

2312 Central SE
255-9673

THE AUSTRALIAN
BAKERY CAFE
Aussie specialty dishes,
• pies & pastries.
Espresso, coffees, teas,
& frutelles.

2210 Central S.E.
Across from ONM
Mon.-Sat. 7 am-midnight
Sun. 10 am-7 pm

New Mexico Pijily Lobo, Ma)' l, 1985

Robert Evans retires June 30.
1985, after five years of directing
the l)NM Honors Program and
''turning the ship around".in the 30year-old program.
Evans, director since January
1980, said the ''implicit charge'' of
the honors program is to "attract and
recruit for the University, students
with superior ability" and "supply a
teaching track for these students that
will give them something out of the
ordinary."
·
"We require only 15 hours in
honors classes, but all the classes are
taught in a small seminar format and
all are interdisciplinary. Students
love 'em," Evans said.
Evans said that by the time he
came to the program, ''the recruitment efforts had pretty well dropped
away" and courses "that weren't
really doing honors work were
loaned honors numbers. " He added
the program wasn't taking any freshmen and sophomores, "and that's
how you first get 'em."
"We turned the ship around,"
Evans said. "We began recruiting
freshmen through the high schools
1and excised the honors courses that
didn't belong in the program.
''When I came on, we had list of
~50 students in the program, but
there were only lOO who were
actually active. There were no premeds, no pre-laws, and virtually no
majors in any departments you had
ever heard of. The majority were in
the BUS (Bachelor of University
Studies) program.
"We're now running about 475 in
the program, most of whom were
directly recruited by us," Evans
said. Of that number, he said, 320
students take classes at any given
time. "That's 60 percent - way

Robert Evans

higher than the national average,"
which is between 25 percent and 30
percent.
"A little less than 40 percent of
seniors in the program will complete
the program and get honors on their
degree," he said. "This is not because stuc:lc_lltS fail. T!tey 9on't.
Mosi get involved in other business
they want to do -working on their
majors; some get married.,.
Evans is proud of .his graduates,
and said the worst part about leaving
UNM are the people he's getting I()
miss, "especJally the students."
"We c:lo a lot of informal advising
in the program-mostly academic,

Student composers' goal:
llmake history, not money''

some career, too, but not much personal stuff. I also interview all graduating seniors in an exit interview." Evans said the purpostl of
this interview is to "pass on to the
honors council any informaion that
might not be available on paper.''
The council, which decides the
level of honors a graduate receives,
uses this information to make its
"subjective judgments," Evans
said, adding that grade point average
alone does not guarantee honors
from the program.
However, nearly all of those who
have the requisite GPA plus 15
hours of honors courses receive honors, he said. "Once in a while the
council picks someone with a 3.18
(GPA) and turns someone down
with a 3.22," said Evans.
Students have the right to appeal
the counc.il's decision. "We had one
· appeal (this semester), arid the student won," he said.
UNM has more than one system
of granting honors. "You can also
get some kind of distinction based
on grade point averages," said
Evans. He added that these departmental honors are not the same as
graduating from UNM 's General
Honors Program.
"In our program you have to take
courses and perform both orally and
in writing in each," said Evans. ''In
every course, students are evaluated
(in writing) by the teacher. So their
strengths and weaknesses in each
course are outlined.

By Marjmie Shapiro Stein

_

Immediate Openings for
Nav~ Pilot Training
27%.

bility fast.
oro • • • • •

Rent A 5 x 5 Unit From
May 1 To Sept. 1
For Only $60 At

ill®D®

Between 1·25 & University N. Of Lomas
Next To Galles Chev. 243-6262
MarU,a's

BODY BVENO
Sbep

The shop with
ffatural alternatives
for your skin!
Gentle Soaps
Skin Moisturizers
Sun Blocks
Massage Oils
Loofa Sponges
Lip Balms

Our products have
ffo hannful chemicals,
I"'o petroleum,
and.ffo detergents.

Lacy
Lingerie

The Rnest men's
shave llr Bathe

Ac:cessorlt:S.

We are Albuqilerq,ue's
Dt:ST card llr gift shop
,.., Ce,ll'lll N.E.

AII!Uquo...,., N.M.itjiOii
>;OI·:i!l·il:12
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Eighth Annual Session
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oro6

Sjune~Il

July, 1985
The campus of the Armand Hammer United World
College in Montezuma, New Mexico (l'ormerh a1 Taos)
Tout en franr,:ais-Interdisciplinary
French and Francophone Studies-7 credits
Opera Studies, Pedogogical Workshop.
Business French
Emrv at three le,·els:
Undergraduat~ with ~~ least two years of
college-level French;

Advanced Undergraduate;
toward a Ph.D.

·

BICYCLE SHOP

Cost: Appmximatelr S I HlO, includes witlon,
fees, room and board at the

Grand Opening Specials

For further information wdte:

• Cat-Eye CC-3000 Cycle Computer
$29.95 EA
•Bell Tourlite Helmets
$39.9.8 EA
• KKT Pro-Vic II Alloy Pedals
$9.99 PR
• Black Bum Racks
All 10% Off
e O.G.K. Sport Helmet
$24.99 EA
$6.9.8 PR
• Kam Leather Riding Gloves
• Motobecane Nomad 281b
Only $159.95
12-Speed Bicycle
• Motobecane Mirage Sport 25lb
12-Speed Bicycle
Only $229.95
• Tune-Up -Includes Adjust Brakes, Derailleurs, Wheels True,
Oil And Clean Bike
Only $11.99

607 San Mateo NE (Between Copper &
Lomas)
266-5149
Were Not In The Phone Book Yet

Cnited World College
French Summer School, Onega Hall,
l':ew Mexico, Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

ARE YOU IN
THE TITLE XX
DAY CARE PROGRAM?
DO YOU KNOW
ANY UNM STUDENTS
WHO ARE?
UNM has offered to pay Title XX student parents' day care during finals
weeks. Please contact New Mexico
PIRG immediately to find out how to
apply 277-2758, 277-2801 (counseling section) or call Dave 8. at 2563?18 or l~ave a message on the
-.. answering machine at 277-2757.

UNUSUAL GifTS

The BudwelsertUI'IM Leisure Services J'layer of the Week Is Ray "Car•
pet" Jensen. Ray, a Criminal Justice junior from Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada Is recognized for his sollbSIJ prowess, as he
struck out six batters In one game by pitching onto the designated
carpet. Ray stated, "Thanks to the rest of the team for letting me be a
part of this year's Muffdlvers. And thanks to Stan for not leaving the
team. I'd also like to thank the entire Leisure Services omce and
starr... once again, congratulations to Ray Jensen, this week's Bud·
welser/UI'IM Lelst.:re Services Player of the Week.
.

oro

with this ad only

MINI S-f'ORAGE

BudwelseriUNM Leisure Services Player of the Week

•~

continued on page 20

Graduate--An .academicalh· solid-Master
degree in 4 summers with credits acceptable

NEED SUMMER STORAGE?

RAY JENSEN

.

~~

11

KING OF BEER.c=;..,__

e

'/Oec.af'

to get and sometimes prior credit or
But, most credit managers agree that well-~anaged savings or checking
establishing credit should begin with accounts are required.
"Whether you gel a small loan
checking and savings accounts.
with
your bank account as collateral
Well-managed bank accounts are
evidence of a responsible money or you jl?in a health c!ub, you ~re
establishmg your cred1t by paymg
manager, they say.
The small loan is not much harder on a Joan," Martinez said.

Budweiser®

.

-·········-········-···········
o • .. • • • o
•

great honor to know my work is
appreciated and to have it performed."
Graduate student Brenda
Romero-Hymer agrees. ''Having
my pieces played is very important
to me. But many composers are content just to write. It's essential that I
hear my music realized. I write to
hear it. Composers must have confidence; they have to believe their
wo(ks will be performed.''
Despite the obstacles, these com-

FRENCH SUMMER SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO

No experience necessary. Excellent pay and benefits.
M.u.st be m excellent health, have 20/20 vision and be a us
Citizen.
Cliii1-B00-354-9627 for an appointment. Minorities En- .
couraged to Apply Navy Officers Officers get responsi-

credit offers---

~Bm

Anno~mcing

The Navy needs pilots. Fully paid flight training program
open now to college juniors, seniors and graduates up to age

~

continued from page

.Sandra Tatum

Carl Oonsbach, Brenda Romero-Hymer, Lori Schoenfeld.

"Composing is a healthy cancer.
It grows until it consumes you, but at
the same time it's the essence of the
creative spirit," said Pedro C. Hernandez., graduate winner of the
UNM student composition award .
"I have to compose," Mohammed Nadertabar said. "I write music
to communicate, not just technically, but from tl;le imagination as well.
"Music is a language," he said,
"and you must have the basic
framework, the basic idea, of music-

al direction. Composition can be
spontaneous; it cannot be random.''
One complication of composing
is that the work is not complete until
it is performed. Since a piece is
finished only when it's played, the
composer cannot get immediate
completion and must wait to hear his
music. Yet there is no certainty that
the music will ever reach an audience.
"Without performance, c~nnposi·
tion doesn't exist,'' said Carl Donsbach, three-time winner of the stu·
dent composition contest. "It's a

.....
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LAST SPRING ISSUE

Variety of summer concerts planned
By Kelly Riehmtmd

• Leo Kottke and Jesse Co !ill
You11g; July 19 at S p.m. Tickets are

A variety of musical acts will be $13.
giving concens in Albuquerque this • The Pat Metheny Group, July 22
month, but some of the best summer at ll p.m. Tickets are $13.50.
shows will be at the Summer in San- • UB40, August 4 at 8 p.m. Tickets
ta Fe Series at the Paolo Soleri are $15.
Amphitheatre.
A<!V!I!Ice tickets are .also on sale at
Advance tickets are currently Giant Ticket Centers for these shows
available at all Giant Ticket Centers in Albuquerque:
.
and the Candyman for these shows • Accept with Rough Cut, May 5 at
Graham Central Station. Tickets are
in Santa Fe:
• Joan Annatrading,' May 18 .at 7 $9.
p.m. Tickets are $14.
• Strange Da~e (a tril:mte to the
• Arlo Guthrie and David Brom- Doors), May 8 at Graham Central
berg, May 31 at 8 p.m. Tickets are Station. Tk.kets are $5.
$13.
• Maria Muldaur, May 12 at Con• ]3.B. King, June 18 at 8 p.m. fetti. Tickets are $6.
Tickets are $14.
• The Blasters, May 13 at t.he

8.8. King will perform in S<Jnte Fe this summer.

of the

Nonhwest Corral, Tickets are .$9.
• Eulie Roth (formerly of the Scorpions), May 19 at Graham Central
Station. Tickets are $7.
• Dan "I Can Dream About You"
Hartman, May 20 at Graham Central
Station, Tickets are $5,
• Rory Gallagher, May 22 at Graham Central Station. Tickets are.$6,
• Jose Luis Rodrigue:~; (' 'El
]?uma"), May 22 at the Kiva Auditorium. Tickets are $17.50.

••
••

• The Bride. Sting (of the Police)
and Jennifer (Flashdance) Beals in a
gothic horror story. What a concept,
• Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome.
Tina Turner joins Mel Gibson for the
Road Warrior sequel. We should be
talking serious. violence here.
• Rambo: First Blood, Part 2, Sly
Stallone's back and he's not going
take it any more •
• Natiotlal Lampoon;s Vacation in
Europe. Chevy and friends return
for the sequel.

. . -·

-~jYM:t·+.. ;c;u:~~

..· .- · Sand
. .ta ~· ·,\ --Mountain Outfit:teJ.rs

If You're Coming
Back Next Fall
Don't Move Everything
Store Your Things At

~

View 1~ a Kill. Sequel-mania conunues WJth Roger Moore as James
Bond.
• Perfect. John Travolta and Jamie
Lee Curtis go to a Las Angeles
bcalth club. They look mah-velous
but can they act?
'
• Rustlers' Rhapsody, Tom Berellger, Andy Griffith and Marilu Henner in a western comedy.
• Brewster's Millions, John Candy

A-1 U-STORE·IT

and Richard Pryor together for the
first time.
•.Return to Oz. Disney produces
one of the all-time unnecessary sequels.
• Prizzy' s Honor. Starring Jack
Nicholson and Kathleen Turner.
• Explorers. From the guy who
brought you Gremlins.
• Goonies. Steven Spielberg is involved in this somehow, so it should
be the summer biggy,
• Fletch. Chevy Chase stars in a
humorous mystery,
• s_umm~r Rental. Rob (Spinal Tap)
Remer dtrects John Candy in his first
leading role.
•· Pale Rider. Clint Eastwood's first
western in a while. You either love
him or you don't. He 'I! make a Jot of
money either way.
• Silverado, Filmed in New Mexico, it stars Kevin Kline, Jeff Goldblum and Scott Glenn.
•Pee Wee's Big Adventure. Pee
Wee Hennan's first movie.
• _Yofuntee;s. More John Candy,
this time With Tom (Splash) Hanks.
• re-releases of E .T., Gremlir~s and
Ghostbusters.
• D.A.R.Y.L. Described as "a contemporary action-adventure about a
very special little boy and his fami·
ly,,. Uh-huh.

344·3030
720 Candelaria NE
ME><ICO 87112

Graduates you've made it this far, but
you'll make it a lot farther in our
ROCKY BOOTS
Guaranteed,Waterprooflfhinsulate/lnsulated Rocky Boots
•Guaranteed Waterproof Leatl1er Upper
Nylon/Polyester Stitching
'Thinsulale Thermal Insulation
'P.V.C. Injected Moulded Bottom
•cushion Insole
'Full Leather Lining
•Heavy Duty Box Toe & Counter
'Limited to stock on hand.

·-----------------·
I
I
I $78 + per month I

I Share your good health and earn $78 per I
I
month in cash I
1.
Become a plasma donor.
I
1 For a few hours of your spare time a week 1

1 you can help others while you help your~ 1
1 self by providing plasma for medical and 1
I pharmaceutical use - because someone 1
I

1

you know may need it.

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.

I
I
I
I
I

. .

9:30am·5:30 pm
New donors 2:00pm·S:30pm

$5.00 BONUS with this ad

on your 1st visit

1

Congtatulatiolls Graduates from the staff at SMO.

II

122 Yale Blvd. Sf
266·5729

.

1 per dOnor
not valid with other coujjons
Expires S-31-85
Licensed and regulated by FDA

I

II
I
I
I
I

1
II

·-----------------·

Display Ad Deadline 5 pm May 2

Conceptions Southwest
Spring 1985 Issue

As usual, the movie studios have
saved their blockbuster releases for
summer, They maynotbethe year's
best movies but they sure will make
the most money.
Among the upcoming releases
are:

ORIENTATION WILL BE HELD MONDAY, JUNE 3rd
for more information call 277-3013

Monday, May 6

the

By Kelly Richmond

AGORA- an excellent introduction to the field' of
counseling and crisis intervention.

will be published

first Summer Issue Thurs. May 30

Otherpossibleconcerts to watch fot:
• Eddie Detroit.
• the Meat Puppets.
• Jonathan Richman.
• Black Flag.
• the Minutemen.

MOVIN'ONI

NM DAILY LOBO

Congratulations Graduates

Tina Turner and Mel Gibson in "Mad MaJ< Bevond Thunderdome."
'

Persons interested in para-professional counselors
can arrange training around their $Chedules during
the month of June.

i. 1985

•
•
•
•

r---·Ciip'n Save----,
I
I
I
I
I
I

is on sale now!
Look for the

2 for 1

Conceptions Southwest

!
!

!
!

Special

-I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Rent 1 $3.00
Movie • Get

1 Free.

1

Video Videos
VHS VCR Movie
Rentals

1
1

Mon- Sat.
11am-9pm
sun 12-9pm
111 Cornell SE 255-8305
(Next to the Post Office)

I
I
I

I

1

L---·CIIp'n Save----J

table
on the north ma II
April 29- May 3

10:30-1:30
Also on sale
at the Lobo classified
business office in
Marron Hall
Only $P0 l

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

CONGRATULATIONS
UNM

STUDENTS AND EDUCATORS

STUDENTS

SUMMER JOBS!

ON

If you have skills in:
Typing
• Clerical
Shorthand
• Switchboard
Transcription
• Marketing
Word Processing • Data Entry
COME TO KELLEY TODAY

Kelley Servfces Is a temporary help serviCe company. We'~e not
an employment agency so you pay no fees and sign. no con·
!~~c:s. As a Kelley employee you will start work at our custom•
th s ocaflons on shortterm assignments. Youcan earrt money
Is summer and durlhg all your !>teak$, .on Kelley temporary
assignments.

ANOTHER
SUCCESSFUL
YEAR
HAVE A GREAT SUMMER
WE LOOK FORWARD TO YOUR RETURN
THIS FALL
·
YOUR AlUMNI ASSOCIATION

265-5881
4315 Lomas Blvd. NE
Equal Opportunity Employer

Another -program sponsored by your _liNM Alumni Asioclatton
(505) 277-5808
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All Summer Long!

$59.95
St~:~dent Special
8 a.m. to 3 p.m.

• Racquetball
•Tennis
• Outdoor Swimming
•Aerobics
• Nautilus equipment
Try It!
Behind the Clarion Four Sea:mns Hotel

-

888-4811

Brilliantly
Dyed
Cotton wear
In All of Your
Favorite Styles
& Colors!
•Mt~scle Shirts
•Tank Tops •Camisoles
•Shorts •Skirts •Dresses
•Socks & More

3 Days Only!
Fri, Sat, Sun, May 3,4,5
Our store is behind
Highland Theater,
Next to La Moda Cleaners

4100 Prospect Avenue, NE
Albuquerque

~~C~UM
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Arts
composer

t:c~ntlnued from pege 11

posers intend to continue writing
music;.
.
.
Donsbach said "The music busi·
ncssisaschallen~ngasitisrisky. H
I'd thought of the future when I was
making a careet choice, I probably
would have chosen something else.
Obviously, I prefer a teaching post
incompositionandg~~itar. Possibly I
could perform, but it's difficult to
make a living performing . . . I'v~;
seriously considered finding another
vocation .so I could be selfsupporting, like library work, which
is far preferable to washing dishes."
''My plans for the immediate fu.
ture are to return to the Ramah Indian Reservation to teach, and to do
some field collecting after I get my
Ph.D. next spring, Ina continuation
of my research on New M~xico
Spanish folk music, I'm planmng to
study the J11daic influences on Span·
ish music of the New World "
Romero-Hymer said. Next fall she

wil!.beteaching~UNMclass, '~Hi,~-

paruc-New Mex1c~ folk Mu~1c.
''T~.e on!y thmg to do. IS ,t,o
teach, · Lon Schoenfield swd. I
can give piano lessons and. ~an also
tutor in theory and compos111~n. HI
have to! I have secretarial s~ls ~d
cashienng to fall back on. I m JUSt
looking for a way to earn enough for
my needs so I can keep composing."
.
"I hope to writemusic for mo':1es
and for ballet, ~ut I'm also planmng
to teach m11s1C and theory, and
violin. I love teaching, aJ.Id I want to
transfer,!l'at love of mu~1c to young
people, Nadertabar swll. .
"I perform," Hernandez swd. "I
do concerts with Amigas, a top-forty
band. Synthesizer and computer are
my instruments, and that's one
so~e of income. I also e~ter cO":~·
pos1t1on ~?ntests, and I wnte mus1c
for telev1s1on.
"But I plan to make history, not
money," he said.

225 Mo.nroe SE Albuquerque

J.J . 's Surf Shop
Skateboards 8r Sun Wear

Nto-Mundr~~~•

for Modmu, an improvisalfonillly
based rnoue of h!Jmour and muslt, prescnacd by the
Phanuumasorla lmproviasationaiTheatrc. Sat., May
4 and'' 8 p.m., at Nuestr_oTeatro:, 3211 Central NE.
There will'~ an hnprov set afler ear;h performani:e.
Ticktls are SS, S4 for students, $enlorS and 11eterans.
Call25.5·1,6or842c-.55SO for moreJnf(l:.

Gordon & Smith
Gotcha

Don Pand10'1 (2108 -Central SE)- ''Stranger Than
Paradise/' April J9-May ;!., "The Oods _Must Be

Maui

Crazy," May 3 until •••
Guild (340.5 Cennal NE)- ''The Ood& Mu't Be

Town & Country

.c,azy,'" thJough May l, Dim's ~·carmen/' May 3·9,

ASUNM' film Commlllte ptt$enls 11Aianibrlsta/'
Thurs. and Fri., May 2-3. '"Rttd, _MC)Iico
Jn.surBCillt',u Sat., Ma.y 4._ At the SUD Theatre, _All
showtimes ate 7:1~ and 9;15 unfcsl' otherwise no(cd.
Admhsion is$) general, $2.,50 for studcnn andJtart.
Call 177·5608 for more info.

1----------------Clip'n Save Clip'n Save·---------------·-•
$5.00 OFF any Purchase over $20.00
We Accept

M~~~~~~~j~M
1~U8:Z

1540 Juan Tabo
. 299-1213

Cash
Checks
MC·VISA

Mountains & Rivers Programs and Clinics
During May we're having some clinics and programs for
your education and enjoyment. Experts in their fields will
share their knowledge and experiences. All are FREE, so
mark your calendar and meet us at the store at the time
specified,

FAR FLUNG ADVENTURES
Do you want to t'!xpertenc!! the thrtil

of white wafer rafting, or enjoy the
calm of a sunset dinner float? We·
can put you there With theSe !Wo
excellent outfitting companies.

Spedlll

on Mav 14th
19th
·

J

detalis.

and

·

MAY 8th- The Spiral Dance -A 16mm moVie aboutthe Big Bend
Counlry in Texas. Presented by Steve Harris of Far Aung Adventures.
An exciting film about the canyons of the Rio Grande and the mountains of the Big Bend National Park. 7:30pm
MAY 14th- Alaska, Land of Beyond- Professional oarsman,
John D'Anna, Will captivate you With thts special slide show about
boating various rivers In Alaska. 7:30 pm
MAY 15th- Dining in the Woods- John "Stlrfry" Renna, mana·
ger of Mountains and Rivers, will present an evening demonstrqting the
use of lightweight cooking gear for the preparation of freeze-dried foods
to wok-prepared gourmet dinners- all that can easily be done on the
lrail. 7:30pm
.
.
MAY 21 & 23rd- Map and Co.npass Clinic~ A two-evening session with John Vitale (a veteran at finding his way through the woods).
Hands-on session with topographical maps and a short course through
the park with compass. 7:00pm Tuesday & Thursday.
MAY 28th- Mountain Weather- Bill Eisenhood of l<OS- TV
News will be on hand to discuss how mountains aHect weather and to
give us a few tips on how to predict rain or shine. 7:30pm
.
MAY 30th- The Grand Canyon Experience~ Steve Maurer, edi·
tor of Wild water and author of two books about Grand Canyon history,
will present a slide show about hiking and boating in the Canyon.
7:30pm
Win a FREE Raft Tr;r,zown the Rio Grande

· MNS

Mo.untalns an. d Riuer_s In assoda.tion Wi.th the Rio
. Grande
Rapid TranSit and Far Rung Adventures
RIVERS
Will be
away two box trips
!Wo. Come
giving

for

register at Mountains and Rivers.

UNM Poels and WrUcn Serlu prcserils poet•
an!hropOiogi.St Nathaniel Tarn, reading In
Humanilits Bldg~ room 108, 1;30p,m., Wed., Ma)' 1,
Fr"and op:n to the publli:,
CollC't'pdons Soalhwest Submisllons ror the Fall inue
of CSW Magadne will b~ :ae<:epted throuJh June 1.
Submissions in visual aru, an:hlteQUre, ·and lltcranne
ure being accepted. For more inJo. call 277·7.!2~ or
write to: Conceptions SW, Marron Hall, Bolt 20,

By J)avid Gomez and John Montoya

Tbe 1985 Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences' student
film competition is an event that
UNM film students will only hear
about, bec&use the UNM film prog.
rdm does not h:tvc the equipment to
produce films that v.:m meet the
Academy's entry requuements.
"Some of the films made here
could compete very favorably with
films shown at ather festivals,'' said
Professor Ira Jaffe, who has been
teaching film Courses here in the
Theater Arts Department since
1972. "I think it's an unfortunate
fact of life that film students (at
UNM) don't have financial
backing."
Although participation in the
Academy festival is. out of the ques·
tion for UNM students, some do enter the New Mexico Film and Video
Festival, which accepts student
works in any fonnat. Jaffe says that
UNM has produced silt finalists in
the two-year existence of the festival, the most recent being Aaron Carr
and Steve Banister. Jaffe said that
_students have entered between a·
dozen and 20 films to the festival.
Despite the barriers film students
here face, a few have gone on to
successfully pursue work in the
field. Christine Williams, a 1977
graduate, received one of her four
major on-screen creilits for editing
the Woody Allen film Zelig. Brian
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Mesa Scrap Metal
702 1st. N.W.

243·5374
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268·5697

300 Vale SE

SJ)ecJallzed crossroads
Mtn. Tire
26 )( 2.125

$12.50 $9.50

sp~e;clallzed expedition

Feminine Attire

$10.50

Open lO:Mam to 11 :OOpm
parking available behittd the church

Young

Wntten, dtrected and photographed by Ed1Jed by Ed Beyer
Robert M Young who made Short.Eyes
W•th Dommgo Ambnz, Trtn!ddd .Silva, Ltnda
and Rich l<lds, Alambrista (The Illegal) IS
G1lhn
the slol)' of Roberto, a m1grant worker
(olor, 110 m10u1es, Spanrshand Enghsh. 1976

----~-~----c~nsa~---------~--

293-2300

THIS WEEK'S
SPECIALS

A COFFEEHOUSE

Crosstns the border 11Jesally, Roberto soon
diSCovers that the Un1ted States 1sn·t the
land of opportunity he lhought 1t was HIS
world south of lhe border was far more
peaceful and accommodatmg than anyth1ng
he Will find '" Caltforma
Credits
Wnuen. dtlecled and photographed by
Robert M Young
ProdutedbyM;chaeiJ-I('Ii,ismanand !rv11m

ARMV'&NAVYGOODS

WORLD CHAMPION
BICYCLE

COFFEE

A gentle, beauttfully made ftlm Mr Youns
shows h1mself lo be a superb cmemato·
grapher Alambristo .hos an unexpected
•nnmacy The encounters are bnef but
uncommonly viVId And the deta1ls. presented unootruSIVely, nng lrue ..
- Janet Maslin/The New York Times
Alaml:>rista IS the ftct1onal documemal)' at
1ts most powerful "
-Film Comment

;~..~1660 Eubank NE

:
• Various

.... e.

THUR·FRI 7:15 and 9:15

~J: ~\JI?H;Il,.,'~•

•

.. ." .. ... ... . .. .-. ... .
. . " . .. .

(the illegal)

: ..... "'I~S'I~uc :t "l' :
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Introducing E{'s

alambrista!

1:11

Friday. May 3 7:00pm
St. Thomas of Canterbury
425 University
sponsered by las lomas Campus Ministries

CINCO DE MAYO

16Well&h1Sifeet, NewYork,N V 10023
Telex: 23B21i2

.J-.;:,,'new
0
t"""rienl

•

The Trrutor" was a finalist in. the
most recent N .M. Film and Video
F~stival. Can; has worked locally
W.lth Lefi!er Film and Tape making
commerc1als.
Senior Eithnc Johnson likes film
as an art fonn and for ''it's potential
to reach a lot of people,'' she said.
Also planning to enter graduate
school, she says her interest in film
lies mainly on· the conceptual rather
than the technical aspects of film.
Peter Zavadil says his "real goal
is to make and direct his own films.
Film is a magic medium that has an
emotional impact on the audience.''
One year away from graduation,
he says he has been investigating the
pre-production side of film, "seeing
w.here the money goes and how
much," researc() that will help him
when he seeks financing for his own
films.
Also planning to study further
upon graduation, Peter has assisted
in the production of around 10 local
Irate Jaffe
commercials and with a seco.nd
graduation say they plan to pursue camera unit, with ABC-TV.
Jaffe hopes to secure increased
further studies in the field before
funding to improve the film progseeking full-time employment.
A Psychology major/Theater Arts ram's facilities for future students.
minor scheduled to graduate next
''Ours is. an extremely modest
year, Aaron Carr says he plans to set program in the elements of filmmakup his own production company, ing," said Linnell. "He (Jaffe) has
Prairie Dog Films. He also said that done as much as he can. He's a
he would like to enter either the faculty of one.''

bruk dancen. Fru.

Editor of Sojoumer's Magazine

•

Wlthm Silt years of graduating in
1978. Revant (Jas also worked for
CBS and Walt Disney.
Film students now approaching

UCLA o.r NYU grailuate program in

~lm. C~'s clay animation piece,

1·7 p.m. at Rio Bravo Park. FeaturinaAI Harrtcane,
Jo'rank Cllt.-ltrfe, lhr f'Mdle Oltnl Fouadallon,
Lumbn- dtl Sot and tht Ualoom klnJ!I1 •••te thamp

Jim Wallis

-.

Revant became the chief writer for

th~ ~ele~ision series Happy Days

UNM, Albq., N.M., 871> I.
Comblllfd Unlt~trsliJ 'ChPruri wm ~r!orm Handel'.s /oltJ.Siah~ Parts fJ and Ill i_t Popejoy Hall,
Wcdnesd:ty, May I,B:I.S p,m.Fordcket inro, eall the
Popejoy Hall Bo" OCiiee 81271-3121.
Clnto dt Mayo Ltlln Musk FrsllYII, Sunday, Ma)' .!1;

"Reflections On
Peace And Justice"
o

Film students overcome obstacles

In recognition of:

Pathfinders
Mtn. Bikes
Mtn. Bikes
15 Sp TOUring

Touring
Others $65.00

$235.00
$329.00

irGJ? ef.

$495.00
$359.00

$495.00

the

I?_Rffif?ERHD ffifJfDEJ?
Vista NE

11101 Me11aW

This fictionalized account of John Reed's press coverage and eventual
participation In the Me)(lcan Revolution 011913 is one olthemosl remarkable
frlms Ia emerge from Latin America. It explortls the tenuous line that divides
the detached objective observer from the committed man of action. John
Reed himself went to Mexico in 1913 and travelled with the revolutionaries·
subsequently he wrote the book Insurgents
'
Mexico.Years later, Reed achieved international recognition wilh his
account of the Soviet Revolution~ Ten Days that Shoo.k the World.
"A work of art thai reveals the !ruth so absolutely as R!:Eb: INSURGENTE
MEXICO happens so rarely that when lteomes along It becomes M occasion
tor celebration. John Reed, a hero of my young manhood, lfves il1 this film as
he must have lived in Mexico so long ago, but more importantry he is a very
American herd. A hero very well worth emulating."
-Willard Van Dyke, Director, Department of Film, lhe Museum of Modern
Art.
Mexico. 1972. Sepia. In spanish with English Sublitles. 110 min.

SATURDAY 7:15 and 9:15

SUB THEATRE

ASUNM
FILM COMMITTEE
27Ni609

'.
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sports
Arnot's lived busy career
By John Moreno
Matt Arnot remembers South
Africa as a country of cqntrasts, a
land of beautiful scenery and ugly
bigotry. As a gymnast, who for
seven years was a member of the
U.S.A. Junior National and National teams, he visited various countries on four continents.
''Sol!th Afric11 was by far the most
beautiful. It was so green, it was
unbelievable," the senior University of New Mexico gymnast said,
· looking back on a busy career. For
the 22-year-old Arnot, his 1979 trip
to the land of apartheid had other
elements of incredulity.
"The white people were always
in charge, which I didn't think was
fair. It's the South African's counMatt Arnot, a senior at the University of New Mexico qualified for the olympic trials last year try," he said. Arnot remembered
and finished in 6th place in this year's NCAA championships. Arnot has been invited to leaving a tip in a restaurant in which
his (able was waited on by a black
compete in Hungary in June, but may be unable to do so because of a shoulder injury.
waiter.
"As we were walking out, he

,,1

glanced over at the table and saw the
money, picked it up, ran over to us
and told us that they weren't allowed
toaccept tips," Arnot said. "It really blew our minds.''
If he were invited back, Arnot
said he. would have mixed feelings
allout returning. While he said politics and sports shouldn't mix, he
"can see how, by not going, is a
protest against what they're doing to
the blacks in that country. And I can
understand that, and I'm all for it.''
Speaking of continent-hopping,
Arnot has recently been invited to
Hungary for a competition in June,
bUt m;~y not go because of a shoulder
injury which has been nagging him
since January 1984. In fact, it's the
only regret which the Lobos' top allarounder has had throughout his outstanding four years at UNM.
"I don't feel thati've reached my
maximum yet. I don't even think
I've come close to my potential,

I

/
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Has a special gift for upcoming graduates
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continued on page 26
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Heading home or heading
off for that well deserved
break from school?
Let Rio Grande Travel
Rio Grande
get you on your way!
Travel Centers,lnc.

I

SAVE 10%!

WE'RE TRAVEL PACK
SPECIALISTS
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Whether you're vagabonding through
Europe or backpacking in the Rockies, we
have convertible luggage/backpacks to
meet your needs. Also state of the art soft
luggage that eliminates checking your
baggage. During May bring in your student or faculty-staff ID and get 10% off
any travel pack or luggage piece.

Stop by Rio Grande Travel in the Student Union
Building and let Stephanie, Frances or Kathryn send
you on your way or give them a call at 842-5684 ·

u

~OUNTAINS

Chino Clipper

.&RIVERS
2320 CENTRAL S.E.

Most units
are operationally
compatible with
IBM and Zenith
Computers.

\.

:;.:,•t••

268·4876, -Mon·Frt 1«!·6, Sal 10·5

;,:

congratulations
to the
Class of ·as!

Vehicles Included
in the Plan.
You may choose a
new 1985 Thunderbird,
LTD, Tempo, Mustang,
Escort, Bronco II or light
trucks up to F-250.

cood luck In the future from ..

*Pre-Approved Credit.
Just meet three simple
conditions:
• 'rbu must have verifiable employ·
ment that begins within 120 days ofyour
VE'hide purchase at a salary sufficient to cover
ordinary living expenses and your vehicle payment.
• 'rbu must have proof that you have graduated or will graduate
and be awarded at least a bachelors degree within 120 days.

WORLD FAMOUS

-~-'-~---~----

i,._o,ll....~

University of New Mexico
"'

I
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for Students, Faculty and Staff
Computers starting at less than
$1000.00 with Discount

MEN&WOMEN
FITNESS CENTER
Women•s special
1 Free week
with this coupon

i!

~' 11

''

·~ ', •

..

Dilr
Bth

,,

In
BUIIn•ll

Men
1 Free VIsit

coupon Oood Thru June 1st

294·1221

• Your credit record, if
you have one, must indicate payment made as
agreed.

**$400 Purchase
Allowance.
Make your best deal ... use the
$400 as a down payment or receive a
$40(1 check directly from Ford after the sale.

FORD
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Sports
Pros possibly await some UNM stars

1 0% Discount
wlrh valid UNM ID
Cfawlty, srudenrs, and staff)
OPEN
Mon-Fri 10-9
Sol 10-5

By

(505) 888-0680
5612 Menoul NE
Albuquerque, NM 8711 0

SPRING SPECIALS!!
Martin Sunglasses-Save 50% on:
IR4 Glacier Glasses (filters 100% of UV an!'l IR Rays) Res.

$40.00 SALE $20.00

Sport Glasses Reg. $20 & $25 SALE $10 & $12.50
Special Phonets (Cat Eyes) Reg. $10 SALE $5
Special Phonets (Glaciers) Reg. $12 SALE $6

·U..

Wilderness Experhmce Daypacks:
(Limited Quantities) Save 20-30%
Deluxe Day Pack Res. $22.50 SALE $18.00
Meadow Park Reg. $28.00 SALE $19.95
High Country Reg. $28,95 SALE $19.95

t-- H

f

Woolrich Sport Shorts; Save 25%
DacroniCotlon Blend
Snap Rear Pocket
On Seam Front Pocket
Res. $13.50 SALE $10.00

Terramar 100% C()tton Sport Short
-Save 25%
\
Snap Rear Pocket
On Seam Front Pockets
Nylon 13rief Liner
Reg. $19.95 SALE $14.95

u

~OUNTAINS
~&RIVERS
2320 Central NE •
268-4876

Also,

CONGRATULATIONS TO
.
Denny Muzzui

COLD GOLD BICYCLE
WINNER
Sarah Channell

SILVER BULLET BICYCLE
WINNER
"Coors to You!"
Scott Atkinson

•

c::J

.J~y

Raborn

With degrees in their hands, and
fleeting memories in .their head,
must University of New Mexico graduating athletes will hang up their
spikes to pursue a career. But, a few
hopefuls will continue to chase their
boyhood dreams of playing professionally, a decision which holds a
long, rough road to .success.
Of the maQy UNM athletes who
will try for the pro rapks, only a few
Michael Cooper's or Robin Cole's
will emerge from the pack, with the
others being forced to resign themselves to accepting various careers,
or languish in semi-professional ball
from Tijuana to Rome.

•
:
•

:
•
•

Dean Duane

interested in traveling with •
one of it'~ jive international casts.:
Free performance Fri. May 3

. . 12noon downtowwCivicPlaza
contact Kenny Rom~
831-7000 Ext. 359

sports
Athletes' grad rate low

We print the news
YOU want to read

By Jay Raborn

But, that aversity has failed to deter many Lobo stars, such as Kenny
Page and Marvin Johnson, who have
vanished into obscurity pursuing pro
careers. Several UNM athletes will
make a similar choice this year, but
unlike many who have previou~ly
clutched at straws, this year's pro.
prospects have a good opportunity at
garnering succ(lss, The Lobo baseball team lead~ a contigent which
boasts:
• Lobo shortstop Jim Fregosi. Seen
by many as a legitimate frrst .round
ch:.o•ce, Fregosi has broken several
smgle season school records, including most home runs with 13,
most runs with 78, and most triples
with 11.

•••••••e•••••••••••••••••••••••
=
. Uu •
Up w.ith .Peo.ple
:
: U1llk
is looking for
:
:POOple local students ages 18-25 · :
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• Lobo pitcher Dean Duane. The
burly right-handed Duane presently
leads the nation with most wins,
sporting a 13-0record. Duanehas46
strikeouts while compiling a 2,55
earned run average.
• Lobo pitcher Bret Davis. According to reports, the left-handed Davis
has improved with each progressing
game, relinquishing only three
earned runs in his last41 innings, for
a 0.79 ERA in Western Athletic
Conference play, Po.ssessing a 9·2
record, Davis leads the team with 59
strikeouts.
• Lobo pitcher Ed Bartholomew.
Bartholomew is the Lobos ace reliever this year, posting 11 saves and e
a 4·1 record. The right-hander uses a
repertoire of pitches· to confuse
opposing batters, but has been hampered by a rotary cuff injury.
• Lobo catcher Greg Hall. Hall
leads the team in batting with a .430
average and is second on the team
with .57 RBI's. Hall, who has
thrown out 22 of 43 base runners this
season, is questionable because of
his age (25).
Other possible candidates include
women's golfer Kristie Arrington,
basketball center George Scott,
football players Buddy Funck and
Ray tlornfcck, and many others.
But, before players decide to
make the jump to the big leagues,
they should contemplate the law of
averages, which weighs heavily
against them. Of the several who try
for the pro ranks, only one or twO'
will make the successful transition,
while the remainder face an uncertain future.
Many of those unsuccessful in the
endeavor will fail to return to college
and get their degrees, according to
Assistant Athletic Director Tom
Brennan, leading an overriding consensus of coaches and academic
advisors to suggest pro prospects get
their degrees. The pros can wait.

DailY. Lobo
the news YOU

want to read.

Male athletes hitting the links or
hardwood are less likely to graduate
than those suspended on the high bar
or smashing an ace, according to a
study compiled by the University of
New Mexico Records Office.
Members of the track team are the
least likely to finish college, graduating only 13.4 percent of its
athletes, with the golfers right behind them at 17,2 percent, a ten-year
study revealed. At the other end of
the spectrum are the gymnasts at 32
percent and tennis team at 37 percent. Overall, 21 percent of UNM
athletes graduate, almost 10 percent
lower than the graduation rate for the
entire student body, a fact Records
Department official Danny Trujillo
attributes to the burden of bearing
two responsibilities.
"It's really difficult for athletes to
concentrate on academics and athletics," Trujillo said. "They're
forced to split their time between the
two, and for some athletes it's tough
to devote enough time for
academics."
But Assistant Athletic Director
Tom Brennan contends the lure of
professional athletics often overshadows the players' academic commitment.
"Male athletes have very high expectation levels when they come
here,'' Brenn~n said. "They put all
their energy into the athletic arena
for a career in athletics. Many of the
baseball players just go to college to
improve their skills on the way to the
pros."
Brennan, however, dismissed
many aspects of the report, claiming
they were deceptive, ''One problem
with the report is it fails to follow up
on transfers. If a person comes here
for a semester then transfers, it still
has him as not graduating.' • Brennan said another deficiency is the
inclusion of walk-ons, even though
many of them eventually quit their
teams.
Another glaring flaw in the re"

Tom Brennan
port, is the absence of statistics for
women, who arc considered more
studious than their male counterparts.
"Women are definitely more mature when they enter college.
They're just more prepared to commit themselves academically than
are male athletes," Trujillo said.

BD$ CAMPMASTER ~~~:;~~~~
3 MAN DOME TENT.
with Rain Fly

2··995.

DELUXE SUNSHINE MOUNTAIN
3MAN.
DOMETENT
'Nilh long fry

4299

"Obviously women are going to
do better academically, because
t~cy don't have as high an e~pecta
llon level as men," Brennan said.
"There's no professional outlet for
women, so they·aren't as preoccupied with professional sports."
Although, the present academic
status of athletes looks bleak, several steps have been taken to rectify the
problem.
"Right now we have tutors and a
study table available year around,"
Brennan said, " Freshman are required .to attend study table and
progress reports are made available
two times every semester so we can
see how an athlete stands. I think in
the near future we'll see some improvement. "

GOLDEN GATE RESTAURANT
Cllint~e

food- Szecltlllln 11nl M11ndarin

- M-F: Lunclr open 71·2/Dinner open 5·9- SaturdaiJ Open 72-9Stlturda' all '"" catt eat huflet
just $3.95 11r A La Carte dishes

f

Grl/ in - GrrriJ out
Addre11: 138 Harvard SE
l'flone:256•9706

Levi's
SHRINK TO FIT

501'5

.

Wrangler.
JEANS

""'

lt'

~.JL;,-.~
~-r

$1699 ~ '

I•
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DON'T BE LOST IN
THE WASTELAND
Get your bearings in the

·loLo

New Mexico Daily Lobo

2120
men's
Central SE
shop
243·6954
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Sports
Arnot--......
continued from page ~2
And the shoulder injucy bas bad a lot
to do with that. I think. now my body
is finally starting to mature to the
point where I could get a lot stronger
than I am now."
Nevertheless, the three-time AllAmerican product from Albuquerque's Gold Cup Gymnastics Club
and Highland High School, still
managed to qualify for the Olympic
trials last year, and finish in sixth
place at this year's NCAA cham·
pionsbips.
Now that his eligibility to compete for UNM has expired, Arnot
)Jypass the USA national cham·
pionships this June, to rest his shoulder. The original injucy, he said,

will

Page 2'7,

was an "imping~ment syndrome," . pionships will be held in November
and he more recently "messed up" at Montreal,
the rot&tor cuff.
Qualifying for the 1988 Olympics
But Arnot said he will not resort to is also a possibility, Arnot. would
surgery if necessacy, because it stay in shape by competing unwould decrease his shoulder's f!ell.· attached at invitational meets, while
ibility by 40 percent, The shoulder, training in UNM's gym. Lobo
be sai.;l, is the most critical part of the Coach Rusty Mitchell will have
anatomy for gymnastics.
Matt back next year as a graduate
As for Matt Arnot's future as a assistant coach.
gymnast, a lot hinges on. that right
Mitchell said Arnot had excepshoulder, If things work out, Matt tionally good work habits, giving
will continue to compete, Since be "100 percent evecy day, He has dewill pass up the USA's, be plans to dicated himself to being a vecy good
petition the U.S. Gymnastics Fed- gymnast, When he did a routine for
eration to compete at the World me in practice, J knew he'd do the
Championships trials, held in Min- same or better in a meet the next
neapolis in September, Arnot be- day. " Mitchell added, that because
lieves he has a good chance of being of Arnot's extensive international
accepted because of his national experience, he will make a good
team experience, The World Chan1- coach, "I don't even think he's even

tapped what he can thch others,"
the coach said.
Arnot, a business major with an
emphasis on finance, hopes to
graduate in May 1986, "if evecything goes as expected," Although
sporting a grade point average of
''around 3 .0," he's not sure what
area of finance he will pursue, but
combining it with gymnastics is a
possibility.
"You've got to go out and raise
ntOIWY. Rusty goes out and raises
$20,000 or $30,000 evecy year for
the program. So, you know he's a
finance major in his own."
His relationship with Mitchell,
UNM's coach for 19 years, has been
a close one. "It's been just like having a good friend. We've never had
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any problems in the four years I've
been here,"
Arnot recently won the Nissen
Award, an annual award which goes
to the senior gymnast who best excels in "gymnastics, scholarship
and sportsmanship.'' The award
recognizes that ' 'The true charnpion
seeks excellence; physically, mentally, socially and morally,"
Mitchell said what earned Arnot
the award was his commitment to
outside projects, like judging at the
Special Olympics or Junior Nationals, or volunteering for a variety of
projects "without being asked,"

Lobo Women's: Gazette will sppear the first WBdnesdsy ofe•ch month

!

Be Missed

Our Seniors Will

Denver picks
Buddy Funck

Cathy Lowther

\~

Yvonne McKinnon

Alison Foote

Former UNM Lobo quarterback
Buddy Funck was drafted. by Denver
in the lOth round of the National
Football League college draft, Tuesday night. Funck, native of Fort
Worth, Texas, started for the Lobos
in 1983 and part of 1984 until injuries forced him out of the lineup.
A news conference is to be held
today.
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This will be the last Issue of the lobo Women's
Gazette. Women's Athletics hopes that you enjoyed the Gazette cmd found It Informative. Paid
for by Women's Athletics Department, 277-2303.
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NEW MEXICO DAILY LOBO CLASSJFIEDS
Classified Deadline for the final issue of
Spring t 985 will be l pm Friday, May 3.

Las Noticias
SO LAS MllE'fiNG/III{OWN bag lunch Wed., May
1, 12:00 ~ Latin American lnstiWte. Members
pleuse attend to.plnn fgr next year.
S/1
.... SUNM .POI'IJI..... R . ENTER'f.... INMENT Comminee is taking applications for the following
posi!fons: chairman, noontime coordinators, office
managers, and members. Anyone intere~ted in, these
jops apply at room 248. Work-study apphcanls
preferred for paid positions.
S/6
.... SUNM 'rF.XTROOK CO.OP has reopened, W. e will
dose again on May 9. Leave your books Wtth Us
before you tnke off for the sUMmer. Room 24A SUB
Basement. 277·3701, Hours posted.
516
TITLE XX PARENTS, UNM bas offered 10 pay
student parent~' daycare through finals week. Please
contact NMPIRG Immediately to find out how to
apply. 2n.2758; 277·2757 or Dave B. 256-3218 or
217·2801.

516

I'Rf.SIUENTJAL SCII()LAU'tl IJU£ lo unforeseen
difficullles the hayride on May U th is cancel[ed,
Sorry!.
511
CARE PACKA<:t:S WHICII contain lots of goodies,
will be on sale until May I by the !Japtfst Student
Union. Cost ls$3. We will deliver May 3, just in time
for finals. Place your orders at243·5401.
S/ I

WORD PROCESSING SERVICES. 884·7238, 516
SUMMER STORAGE. $9,9S month. Reserve now.
AAA U·LOCK·IT. 2200 Candelaria Nil. a84·
4.844.
516
T\'!'ISTTERM AAPRRS Resumes 299·8970.
516
IIORSEQACK RIJ)lNG LESSONS, English or
Western, nil ages, Evef)'lhing provided, Jeanette 822·
8473.
.
S/06
99 CENTS PAGE. Degree typist. 344·3345.
S/30
Nf:Eo 100 OVERWEIGHT people for herbal weight
loss program, 884·9456,
tfr.
EYEGLASSES INTERNATIONAL. SKILI,ED in
fiuing spect~cles. Contact len~. By Dr, Jt.E, Englislt
PAY LESS OPTICIANS. SOI9 Mcnaul
NE. - across from l..a Belle's. 888-4778.
trn
A & L WORD PROCESSING illld typing services
228·.1076.406San MateoNE.
tfn
S111DY ·GUITAU AT Marc's Guitar Center, Five
dedicated professional instructors. All styles, all
levels. Call us at 265·3315. 143 Harvatd SE.
t[n
P~On::SSIONA.L WORD PROCESSING, papers,
manuscripts, theses, resumes, Call The Home Oflice
884•3497.
tfn
PAPERWORKS166·1118,
tfn
PERFORMING ARTS STUDIO 2219 Lead Ave SE,
256-1061. Ballet, Jazz, Vocal Coaching,
tfn
CONTACT POLISHING SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT cQn•
tracepllon, stcriliT.atl!ln, abortion, Right To Choose,
294-0171,
tfn
PREGNACV TESTING & counseling, Phone 247·

fEMALE 35 SEEKS I or 2 quiet responsible people
to share large house near Wyoming and Academy,
Orea! views, WID Fircplar.e, lots or privacy, Non·
sm.Pking, .animal loving,. profession.al or grad stu.dent
preferred, $225,$250. 821·3~36,
S/6
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share large house In
quiet neighborhood dose to IJNM. $150/montlt plus
V. ulillties, 242-7644.
S/6
LOOKING F()R A female roommate to share two
bedroom apt elos.e to UNM. Please call Cindy 2685101.
S/6
fEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED two bdrm house
3 .blocks from UNM, Fireplace, yard, .$175/month,
V. ut1lities, S87.SO D.P. Available May lith.
Nonsmoker. Please !'all 'eannl' 268-0003 or leave
message 265-6373.
5/1
:SUNNY STUDIO APT brick .patio. Excellent neigh·
bt>rhoo(!. East of Carlisle $220 Includes utilities.
Available May IS, 266·0608: 256-1345,
5/6
SUMMER SUBLET ONE room in hl)use close to
UNM. $200 plus 'A util. No deposit. 255·6431 PM,
.
516
•·oR RENT~ 2 bedroom TH, close to UNM, 2
enclosed pai)os, carport, new carpet, dishwasher,
disposal. $425/mo. Call 888.3300 or.eves. 831·6372,
S/6

For Sale

KELTY BACKPACK SJO, Like new Danner Khah~i
Canvas hiking boots mens 7V./women's 9M, Nlke
while court shoes SJ..S each. 242-0607.
S/1
78' AUDI FOX 4 door sunroC)f, AMIFM $2250
LADIES m· TilE Island~ .It's not just a dream it's an
negotiable. 268-0871 anytime.
516
adventure: fiji travel.
511
10 SPEED BIKE 27" Unlveea. Excellent condition.
SIR .LENNY G. This isn't your car or too strange .or a
268·1235..
S/6
place ror me to leave you a short note. Is. li? Have a ~~
~
URE;ATdayJ,
511
VW LUGGAGE RACE, Brand new, $20. 266·3795.
.
S/6
EIUCA ~LET'S MAKE Memorial Day nicniorablc.
t rnis. you. - Chris.
516
1971 HONDA CAR New !Ires, upholstry $6, OBQ.
Mustse11.883·S431 or831·328l.
516
TUOY, APRIL JO, 1985 3 pm: the gummy .bears
'nlled to say thanks. Had to make sure you got the I.ARGE TWO BEDROOM near UNM: TVI, Pres ROLLING STONES MAGAZINES. From years
furnished, washer, dryer, utilities paid, 842·88$1 9•3 1977·1982 (not complet~ sets), 25 cents each. Call
message.
5/1
only.
S/6 296·2154.
5/1
I.IZA CJJAPELIS: MY suspicions are.correct. He is
NON·SMOKJNG ROOMMATE Wanted to share 2 VW VAN '78 S49SO outstanding, many extras. Talk
n luclly guy, Herb.
511
bed mobile home, $200 month. No utilities in to. mel 266-0708.
516
t'IIIUS .J.JFE WITIIOUT you is as bad as a city
Cor(Jnado Village. 821·9386.
516
without Church's chicken.
S/1
SCANDINAVIAN FURNI'flJRE. .EXCELLENT
IN ADORE ACRF.S 3 bedroom house with large condition. Bxcellent prices, Caii243·SI77,
5/1
MEN OF FIJI. Wht> won the coolest? B.C.
511
yard, driveWa)'. Offered by Don Barker Realty, 865·
71 MGB MECIIANICALL'\'sound, Good condition.
USA, IJAI'I'V IIIRl'JIDAVI. (you're too old!) 6602.
S/6
$2250 orbest offer. 1·835·3147 (Socorro). Call after S
ZLAM, CTsls.
Sll
ZODIAC APARTMENTS-.2 bdrm, l.aundry facilities, Pill·
516
LENA, IIER~:•s YOUR one and <mly personal. You
off·strcel parking, All utlllltles paid, Close to TVI IIONDA MB50, 531!0 0110. 2.77·3994.
S/6
didn't have to waiuoo long now, did you?.
511
and UNM. Perfect for summer school students.
ZETA LADIES, GOOD luck with finals. HAPPY Furnished $360/month, unfurnished S32S/mQnth, BOB OSTLIE IS the new owner of LeucQ Used
SUIIIMER!ll CTsis,
Sll
5250 SO, Hertzmark·Parnigg Reality, 883·6483 Mon. furniture at 1441 San Mateo NE- 265·5508, Buying
S/6.
Frl, 9-4.
516 and Selling Used Furniture.
'J'ODIJ, IIAVE YOIJ ever torqued with a two Iron?
Love L& L,
S/1
FOR RENT I br apartment very ·nice neighborhood, ATTENTION POTTERS KILN f~r sale - gas fired,
30 cubic [eel, shelves, poliS. Evenlngs877·9344. 516
Mlii.IIERE'S TilE person all promised. See? I keep bike to school. $195/month. Also, large studio all
S/6 TUNER/AMP, TURNTABLE. speakers- SSO,
my promises- I don't TEASE. love, "Pam". 516 utilities paid. SISS/month.lnquire. 266-6872.
5/6
FOil Rt:NT NICE I br apartment 3 blks I rom UNM. Royal electric typewriter- SI2S, 266-4130.
Mt:N m· Pill Oam Good luck on finals- Gumpy.
Private parking, only SIBS/month, .Inquire 266-6872, MUST SEI,L TO.Y()TA Corrolla 198.1 two doQr
511
S/6 Sedan. Air conditioning, runs great, $3000, 268·5318
LlSA, TillS IS a notice for all YoUr friends •. ONLY6
Raour.
$16.
more days until May 7 - your cntranc~ into the MATI,IR~ FEMALE GRAD student seeks bouse
.1981 SUZUKI GSISO $1250. 277·3.189 or 299·3387.
sluing. References. 266-0913.
5/l
scmi•"real" world or adulthood.
,;j
516
SIJARE TWO BEI>ROOM apartment. Nice,fully
OOGY·IlOOGY·DO - aumpy, the FIJI.
511
KINGSIZE WATERRf:D HEATER, liner, mattress,
carpeted,
quiet.
Near
law/med
school.
Prerer
ONI.Y 30 MORE days until Cuddle Bunny is totally
and docorative headboard. $200/0BO, Debi:
graduate student. Sl(iO. Orlando 2Ss.J20S, 6·10 pm.
happy.
5/1
848·1897,
5/6
5/i D- 296-1906: E
J.AIJJES OF TilE Island: the natives or Fiji will stop
MUST SELL BEt'ORE schools out! Moving. IOspd
FURNISII~:n ONE BEDROOM apat.tments, Bills
by this Ftl~ay about dark. - the men or Phi Oam.
paid, pool. S26S·S310. UNM one block. 205·209 Mountain Bike. Good cortcfltlon. $150 OBO,
511
296-2823.
516
ColuntbiaSE. 255-2685.
7125 Mark
NICt: QUIET 2 bdrm in SW Valley. A/C, pets, huge 1972 VW SUPER beetle. Good condition. Best
5/1
rented yard, cable. Avallabie5/18. 877·0163.
S/6 reasonable offer. 243·2551 evenings.
.•'URNISIIED APARTMENTS. ONE block to UNM COMPUTER TRS80 $70, Golf club set S3S, Airline
NEEI> IIOUSESil'J'ING? RESPONSIIILE graduate. deluxe one and two bedroom. 53 IS·$41 Includes dog carrier {med·lrg) $30, graphite tennis racket (mid·
student seeking house this summer. References. utllitlc:s, 141 Columbia SE, 268-0S25.
S/1
516 size) $40, Call Jim, 255-7864,
Mike- 26S.OI04.
SJ6
AVi\ILABLE MAY 15. CLEAN', freshly painted 2· 400 YAMAIIA ENDURO mellen( condition $425.
CAMERA REPAIRS AT student arrordable prices. br unfurnished apartment. Carpet, drapes, ap. Call (a(tet7 pm) 268·68 13.
S/1
We will. pick-up and deliver alUNM •. For Information pllances. Upstairs 4-plex, quiet NE area, about 10 1967 CIIRYSLER.NEWPORT, Good condition, well
call Photo-Work 869·3410.
516 mins rromiJNM. No children or pets. $275/DD. 897· cared for. S900 or best offer. 881.()791,
$/6
5/6 WEDDING .DRESS AND Yell 575, Call Katie 277•
Trfi.E XX PARENTS. UNM has offered to pay 2278,
student parents' daycare through 11nals week. Please CAMPUS COMPACT APT's 215 Yale Blvd SEat 2758.
S/6
contact NMPIRO lmmcdlatcly to l'ind out how to lead, Studio Apartments near stoies and UNM,
apply. 277·2758; 277·2757 or Dave B. 256-3218 or S23S/month, rree utilities, $135 deposit. No children, POITERS WIIEEL ELECfRIC used twice. 243·
516
217-2801.
Sll peu, roommate. See resident manager • apt. 2 or eall 5716.
S/30 FINE ART SALE: Classical rocords, S each; Prints,
OUTSTANiliNG QUALITY, REASONABLE 242·3447.
prices. Papers, manuscsripts, word processing, SPARKLING CLEAN RJMAGATED 2 bedroom masks, rugs, folk-art, booh, antique!, more. 265·
5/6
thcse.dl.esumes. 881-0313.
6!25 apartments, Utilities paid, $345 monthly plus deposit. 6:264. Messages: 2Sfl. IS 53.
266-3133 rot appointment.
5/1 .llJNl FUN! FUN! VIntage Clothing. and. Accessories
FAST TYPING IN mY home. Dottle- 294-7535,
Timeless Treasures AntiqUe Specialty Mall 330
$16 MATURE, RESPONSIBLE GRADUATE. student
WashingtonSEM-SIO-.SSufi 12·4,
5/6
wants
to
housesit
during
!Ummcr.
Notma293•2813.
QUICK, ACCURATE, TYPING, charts and graphs
3/l DRUMS: II PIECE Rogers Membrylock with
in my home, TilE OTHER OFFICE836-3400. 6/6 Keeplrylng.
cases- $3500. Guitars: bruno classical- SSO,
WII.L PROVI.DE t'ULIAime care for your child, Jrd HOUSEMATE WANTED to share household. Yamaha folk Sj50, Orlando GS.copy elec·
Convenient to hospitals, downtown, UNM 218 Prefer nonsmoking responsible person .. Spacious 3 trie- $350. Call Dave after6 pm at298·0079. S/6
Waller NE. 24:1.0266.
6/6 bedroom, wood floors, washer/dryero nice yard. 5250
516 CONCERT VIOLIN Wllll case. Mint condition.
TYPIST ON CAMPUS. Sense or humor, some including utilities. Call268·8249.
Polish maker, W. W.illonskie.S800or.bestoffer.Call
getdu~. 242-1845.
S/30 SUMMER SUBLET: ONE, furnished bedroom in 299·3075.
S/1
large,
clean,
nice,
4-bdr,
2•bath
house,
I~ mileS rrom
GETTING LEAN, IN•CONTROL •. Weight•
1978 FIREBIRD V-6 AT 1\C, Looks great, runs
losstl!atil1g·Control Program, Free information, UNM. End or June to mid August. Pets OK, Rent great. !17·B41; 292·3589. $2375.
511
andDattsnegotiable, Call Leslie268-4S92eves. tfn
lnterview/Jirochure. 256-1533.
S/6
78 VW RABBIT4 doot,low mileage, ne\\ly painted,
WORD PROCF.SSING ANQ typing .services. B.S, LOOKING FOR AN apartment? L;,(,k no morel exeellent condition. John26ll·6416. $2500 firm. S/1
Clean, quiet one-bedrooms. Rent includes your
English. Call292-6518 afternoons and evenings.
lfri
5/6 utilities. Call Carl fOr niote Info at 2SS·31 84,
UTILITIES PAID. Studio .and one•bedroom
n:o UP WIT II never having anyenersYI884•94S6. ALL
511 apartments, furnished ar unfurnlihed. Laundry
facilities, barbeque areas, swimming poolS, close to MALE CAMP COUNSELORS needed by Santa l'e
Tree-House Camp. Season 18 June to I i August
FOR IIERBAL PRODUCI'S that will change your UNM. taReineMdtqu~rlte Apanments. 266-5855.
LIFE, call 8g4-'94S6. Mastercard/Visa accepted,
tfn 1985, J;xperience desirable. A love of the forest and
children is necessarY· Stipend $660 plus room and
Sll
TilE CITADEL: SUPERB location neat UNM and board for the season. Contact Ch3rles, Senta, ot
ONE DAY RESUME •nd typlngsemce. 242·:1495,
downtown. llil! service every 30 minutes. I b<droom Katherine at 988•3522. Or write Sania Fe Tree-House
516 or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilities paid. Pelu~e
Camp, PO IJo~ 6279, Santa Fe NE 87502.
5130
ORIGINAL SIIOTOKAN kARATE classes for kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
women, children, beginners and advanced students. room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult STARflRE STUDIOS IS presently interviewing
prospective models (over the age ol' 18) from New
Work out~ often as five limes a weelc for onlY S2$ couple$, no pets. Open Sundays. 1520 University NE.
per month. Spedal family discounts. Japan Karate 243•2494.
trn. Mexico for a pictorial to appear in. an International
Association of New Mexico 266-1340.
S/6 FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard men's magitzlne •. Those Interested ladles wishing to be
Interviewed sbould please submit ahead shot with the
WORDPROCESSING • SPECIALIZE IN graduate N.E., $250/mo., ror one person, S270/mo. /or 2. accompilnylns statistics ro Starnre Studios, PO Box
and AI'A papers. Quality Service Promptness 883· persons, all utilities paid, Sl75 security deposit. l'ully 8176, Santa Fe, NM 87504.
S/6
6635.
6/13 furnished-securitY locks and laundry facilities. No
THE DIVISION OF Government ltesearch h4• tin
children
or
pets,
Please
call
be[ore
6:00
in
the
TECilNICAL TYPING SERVICES, Wbrd
tfn opening for an Accotihllitg Assistant Qualil'ications:
Processing
speclalfleslenglneerlng
equailons, evening, 261\c8392.
basic knowledge or bookkeeping. Coitlputer lnte(I!Sl
widetrack printing, tht!Sis, dislett., ters,, Many yrs. BRIGHT AND SUNNY .I .DR redecorated, carpets, helpful. Please appiy .atl9l0 Lomas NE, Room 16'
exp, Eller\, 294-6337.
S/06 blinds, parking~ lneltides all tllilities. Quiet, sare.
(on campti!).
5/11
TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE. Affordable 299· nice, 4 blks from UNM and TVI. $310. 268·4476 or PART·TIME JOII early afternoons and evenin~S,
~/I
~~
v~ 247-4567.
Mlisl be 21 years old. Must be ible.to work Frlday
AFFORDABLt PROFESSIONAL, WORD HOUSEMATt WAN.TED 4 bdr home. Vegetarian and Saturday nlghls, also need early atternoon help,
Yl
proceS.Iing. Ftec C:dltlng, student discounts, papets, prderred.$162.50 piUs utilities. 293-7614,
Apply in person. No phone calls, please. Silvewa~
thescs,dissertalion, resumes, Call298-6006,
S/30 1WO BEDROOM APARTMENT. Twtl blocks south
LlquorStore, S7o4 Lomas B[vd NE. . .
5/6
NEED IIELP WITH Papers? Word Processing: or campus. $28! inclUdes utilities. 268-5221 evenings.
IIELP WANTED! PERSON to cook dinner for
~/6
typing, edltng, ti:vlsloli, research. 281·2037.
S/1
retired ntaririe thtee times per week. AI!Q lei do
QUALITY WORD PROCWING, Accurate, !If• ROOMMATE WANTED Sl15mo V. tttll. Neat laundry twice a month. Hourly wage neaollable, cash
~/1
paid. Call JJm,
. .. . ...
516
rotdable, fast. Nancy, 821·1490.
5110 ONM stadium. 242·1036.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING WORD processing 1WO BEDROOM MOBIL£ home near 'Carlisle and StJMMER JOB, JUNt 2·July 29. l'etnale dotm
!/6 proctor. Must be englneerins student and upp<!r·
Monday-l'riday9:00.6:00. m-6365.
j/6 Candelariu S:l40 per month. 293•$796.
dassmen.l77·58j 1. . . .. .
.
. 516
LETtER QUALITY WORD l)rocessing. $1.25/pg. BEDROOM, kiTCHEN PRIVLECES, Near W.R.
242·5427.
S/1 and. Buses, Quiet, no smoking- $47 'Weekly, 268· COURI&K NEEDED FOR research firm 16 run dally
6223. . .
. . . . .
.. 91
errands, 1'/T, 20 hr•/Wk, Need ·llwn car. $3.65/hr.
PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING.
Call Carla at Southwest Land Research. 884-1~37.
Reasonabletlllef, will picii·Up and deliver. 281•1387. DORM STUDENTS; RtNTING this spring for the
5/6
7125 first time? OC:! the Renter's Ouide before ~otJmove.
l'tee from PIRO •.Room 96 In the suo. Or call277· GOVERNMtNT JOBS. . SI!,IOO·SSO,OOO/yeat
WORD PROCESSING.1~M36.
!/6 27581'MI •. ,
511
posslbie. All occupations. How to Find. Call 1-805:
PROFESSIONAL TYPING• MARY_. 265·1088,
.5/6
CHARMING I BEDROOM apartment In duplex. 687,6000 llxt. R-978.6.
~16 ~200 plus DD plus utilities. Between citmpus and
SUNSHINE SPORTS CAMP ~~ artlsti, crafts,
S/6 ~?!!'town. 265-6564, fe10ve mess•Be· TYPING 155•3337,
S/1
people to tun 1 mlnl·spllrts clinic: part'time or rull for

Personals

Housing

Services

s.

Employment

the summer, Call 884·0291. or come by, A.sk for Dee
Pr Cynthia.
5/6

J()B HIJNT.ING? BE sure to pick up ~ survey or
employment agencies and temporary employment
service$ from New Mexico PlRG, Rm96 SUB,
5/1
Rf,SPQNSIBLE .(SITfER NEEDEQ I!> me for
infant. In our home 10-15 !!ours per .w~k. S2.SO per
hour, Near UNM. Must provide. transponation. 2567658.
516
INDIA KITCIIEN HIRING part-time . evening
waitresses must be QV.er .21, Apply In person .at 6942
Montgomery, SW Corner of Montg/Louisiana. 5/6

EARN $2Z!!I .FOR 3 months Work! Apply now.
Students 18 years an<! up. Only 5Q openings In .Metro
A-lbuquerque. Call now 26H867 or 242·695 I.
S/6
OtJT OF SCHOOL? IN THE POOLl Stay In shape
and earn nwney lhmugh break or !lll summer lonsl
Personnel Pool, America's oldest. temporary service,
needs skilled and unskilled laborers for short and
long-term assignments. NO FEI; EVER. If you have a
car and a phone, call 883-6~00 for del ails. Be sure to
a!k abou1 our scholarship program, EOE.
S/6
SUMMER WORK! SO OPENINGS In Albuquerqu~
and surrounding communities. $225913 mont)Js CATCII A. RIDE on a jet to Europe !his sumrner with
work. Apply now. Start after finals. 242-695 1 or 2~5· Airhi!co ... only $229 rrom Denver, $160 from NY.
8867.
S/6 Call Qarbara, 243·0843,
Sll
FEMALE SALES PERSON for retail sales.• GOING IIOME AFTER sc.hool? C~ll Auto
Experien•e rec<lmmended. Call821-8893,
5/6 Driveaway ror inexpensive transportation
·
'16
CP.ED CAMP FOR handicapped needs counsel~rs possibilities, 345-4317.
crafts director. W.S.I, 6116 to 8/U room and board,~
salary. Call 888·38 I 1.
S/6
PRESENTLY .INTERVIEWING FOR position
opening June J, GRAPHIC ASSISTANT II or Ill
FOUND MALE MEDIUM slz~ black doS with white
needed at Biomedical Communications, Must be
markings near Carlisle ant! Gibson SE. !'leek colla.r
workstudy qualified for summer emploYment.
unusual •. 268-4495,
S/6
Knowledge of layout techniQI!es, cham/graphs, stat
IF YOUR .LOST keys aren't here, Chris opens loc~s
camera copy technique;. Portfolio required whh
and fits )(eys, Chris's Indoor Store, 119V. llarvard
prior experience in the field. Contact. Yvonne
SE, directly behind Natural Sound. 262·2107.
tfn
Walston, 277-3633,
S/6
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
SUMMER WORK IN Albuquerque. and surroul)dlng
8:00 a,m.to4:00 p.m. dally,
tfn
communities. 55 openings, 52250 for 3 months. Call
242·6951 forappt.
H6
SUMMER WORK IN El Paso and surrounding
communities. 55 openings, 52250/3 mo. When in El
Paso call 533.8602.
516.
FREE LANCE PHOTO<;RAPIIER submitting
photos or female mod.els to Play Boy Masazloe for
CONCI'PTIONS SOUTJIWEST IS now accepting
publication. Application and details. Penpective
applications for literature Editor and assistant Lit,
Photpgraphy, 160 Washington, SE Suite 1.65, Albu,
editor. Caii277-S6S6 and leave name and number,
NM
87108,
516
"6
DELINQUENT TAX PROPERlY. Call 1·805·687·
CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST IS. now accepting
6000 Ext DT-9786 [or Information.
5/6
applications. for an assistant Art Editor. Call 277·
5656 and leave name and number.
516
TITLE X" PARENTS, IJNM has offered to pay
student parents' daycare through finals week. Please
RETAILSAJ.Ell, UIGIILY verbal aggressive, female
contact NMPIRO. immediately to find out how to
for active selllng in Old Town. Womens clothing,
apply. 277·2758: 27·2757 orDave B. 256-3218 or 277·
rugs, jewelery. FT/PT, 842;8102,
516
5/1
CONCEPTIONS SOUTIJWEST JS looking for 2801.
people interested in volunteering lime during the DF.AIJ OR AILING Imported ears wanted, Cash for
summer. No experience n~cessary, Call271·S6S6 and your import running or not. Call Scott - 888-0806.
leave name lind number.
5/6
6/20
PYRO'S. 10!\'a OFF already low priced used book'S:
RESPONsiBLE UPPERCLASSMAN WITII
Oexible schedule wanted. to assist disabled lawyer when you mention this ad, thru April, 3023 Central
NE. Tue-Fri 11:30•5!30, Satll-4.
S/6
12;30-3:30 and 5·7 weekends and QCcaslonal week·
days; Driver's license, sense of humor, patience $10 HAIRCUT; SZ8 bodywves. First visit only. VIlla
required, Some lifting. $4/hour. 3 blocks from
HalrDcsigns. 2214 Central SE, 255·3219,
516
campus. 271.7042 weekdays, 242'3l47 evenings.
TilE UNM SCIIOOL or Medicine Is testing a new
516
vac~lne that may provide immunity to herpes simplex
NEEDED RESPONSIBLE DRIVER for children virus. H you have ncverhad genital herpes, call841·
mornlnS~June, July, and August, 821·9545 evenings,
4129 (STD Research Clinic) for lnrorrnaticm.
5/30
S/1
VACATION STORAGE. SPECIAL summer rates.
GET A.WAV FROM the heat, enjoy yoursummer In Jo Horne 220 Candelaria Nil. 8114·4844,
516
the bea•Jtiful Jemez Mountains as a horse back riding CANNOT Aft'ORD INSURANCE? There arc many
Instructor or counselor at an All Girls Resident discounts available to UNM pers<mnel and nudcnts.
Camp, Call243,9581 for Information.
SIJ
lnquire about affordable an(! reputable car, life,
GOVERNMENT JOBS. SIS,000·$50,000/yr mobile home, homeowneu, renters, and health ln·
possible. All occupations. Call (80S) 687.6000 .. t. R· suraoce, Ask for John at 298-5700 (days and
9786to find out how,
5130 evenings),
tfn
CRUISE SIJIPS ARE hiring. Phon.e 707-778·1066, EYEGLASSt:S. WIIOU:SALE TO the publie.
for directory and job information.
6/27 Quality generic and designer eyt:"·ear at wholesale
ROUTE SALESMAN NEEDED Commercial license prices. Sport frames and sunglasses. Dunedaln
t[n
required. Call !lOST ICE 345-4330,
516 Opticlans.255·2000, 1.18 WashlngtonSE.

Travel

Lost&Found

Miscellaneous

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
58 Delights
1 Freshet
60 Etape
6 Fur piece
63 Was rational
10 Crude metals 65 Short-wave
14 Canker
66 Kind of
15 - sapiens
school
16 Repute
67 Flurry
11 Chili con ~ 68 Peace deity
18 Extended
69 Asian garb
20 Tangle
70 Flounder
21 Plant parts
71 Resource
22 Water body
23 Sounds out
DOWN
25 Oriental
1 Absorb
27 OK tidings
2 Layout
30 Take to court 3 Greek citadel
31 Aggregate
4 Camped
32 Garden pest
5 Before
34 Tract
6 True state of
38 Trot, e.g.
things
40 Box weights
7 Europa
42 Bulrush
capital
43 Gopse genus 8 Sufficient
45 Deflects
9 Dances
47 Negative
10 TV dial spol
48 " - Miser·
11 Cultivate
12 Arab ruler
ables"
50 Recom13 Auto
mends
19 Topic
52 Bumbershoot 21 Napped
56 Under water 24 Collection
57 Swiss canton 26 E)(periment

PREVIOUS
PUZZLE SOL VEP

~~h-

49 Most painful
51 Movie
awards
29 Maple52 Footwear
33 Notching
53 Macaw
machines
54 Jockey
35 Awnings
55 Slow: music
36 Succulent
59 Sale
plant
condition
37 Asian money
61 Pronoun
39 Membrane
62. Odist
41 Firns
44 Music signs 64 Finial
65 Creek
46 Resort

27 Foolish

28 p, Buck girl
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